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ANNUAL INTEGRATED REPORT

APPROACH TO

INTEGRATED
REPORTING
An integrated report explains how an
organisation’s strategy, governance, performance
and prospects lead to the sustainable creation of
value. Although a wide range of stakeholders
will benefit from the information contained in
an integrated report, it is mainly aimed at the
providers of financial capital.
The International Integrated Reporting Council
released the International Integrated Reporting
Framework in December 2013 in order to establish
guiding principles that govern the overall content
of an integrated report and to explain the
fundamental concepts that underpin them. The
framework is principles-based and does not
prescribe specific key performance indicators,
measurement methods or the disclosure of

individual matters. Therefore, judgment needs to
be exercised in the determination of material
matters to be disclosed and the manner in which
they are disclosed.
RMH’s approach to integrated reporting will
evolve over time in line with the framework.
Integrated reporting had led to a more cohesive
approach to reporting by connecting the
information provided in the financial statements,
corporate governance report, sustainability
report and other management commentary.
We are mindful of the fact that every page we
add to this annual report results in five thousand
additional pages being printed. Significant
elements of the disclosure have already been
made by our associate and rather than
replicating the information, we have chosen to
refer stakeholders to the annual integrated
report of FirstRand.
Certain statements in this integrated report may
be regarded as forward-looking statements or
forecasts. These statements have not been
reviewed and reported on by the group’s external
auditors.

RMH’S APPROACH TO INTEGRATED REPORTING WILL EVOLVE
OVER TIME IN LINE WITH THE FRAMEWORK.
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WHERE WE ARE AT
RMH produced good
results for the year
ended 30 june 2014,
reporting
normalised earnings of

R6.2 billion
an increase of 22%. These results were
achieved on the back of the strong
operational performances of all three
main FirstRand brands, FNB, RMB and
WesBank which continued to outperform
the market.

NORMALISED
EARNINGS

+22%
to 441.7 cents

DIVIDEND

+33%
to 227.5 cents

INTRINSIC VALUE

+42%
to 5 434 cents
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GROWTH

Against an earnings background that showed significant volatility in recent
years, investors in RMH and RMI have benefited from strong investment
outcomes both in capital growth and dividend returns over most time horizons.

including RMI
Per share %

Since
Listing
In 1993 10 Years 5 Years 3 Years

1 Year

Dividend

25

16

28

29

26

Share price (closing)

21

18

29

30

32

Total shareholder return

27

24

36

36

37
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OUR
STRUCTURE
RMH has significant influence over
one of South Africa’s leading bank
and financial services groups

33.9%
Interest

WesBank represents
FirstRand’s activities in vehicle
and asset finance in the
retail, commercial and
corporate segments.

FNB represents FirstRand’s
retail and commercial activities
in South Africa and the
broader African continent.

FirstRand Limited (FirstRand
or the FirstRand group)

RMB offers advisory, funding,
trading, corporate banking and
principal investing solutions.

Ashburton is the
recently established investment
management business.

The balance of the group includes its African banking subsidiaries and group treasury.

The FIRSTRAND GROUP consists of a portfolio
of leading financial services franchises. These
are First National Bank (“FNB”), the retail and
commercial bank, Rand Merchant Bank (“RMB”),
the corporate and investment bank, WesBank,
the instalment finance business and Ashburton
Investments, the group’s newly established
investment management business.

FirstRand diluted normalised earnings per
share from continuing operations
(cents)

350
300
250
200
150
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50
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0

10
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“DESPITE THE
CHALLENGING
OPERATING
ENVIRONMENT
RMH DELIVERED
GOOD RESULTS.”

GT FERREIRA Chairman

EXECUTIVE
REVIEW
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
The operating environment remained difficult
throughout the financial year. This was largely as
a consequence of uncertainty in the global
macroeconomic arena combined with subdued
domestic demand growth and protracted
industrial action in the platinum sector.
USA economic activity experienced a gradual
recovery which allowed the US Federal Reserve
to taper its asset purchases. The expected
increase in US interest rates impacted on foreign
capital flows to emerging markets.
South Africa with its large current account deficit
was negatively impacted with the slow-down in
capital flows. This led to the further weakening
of the rand, which translated into higher
domestic inflation and triggered the start of a

higher interest rate cycle. Business and consumer
confidence were negatively impacted by:
subdued demand growth;
slowing of government and consumption
spend;
sluggish employment growth;
rising inflation;
a 50bps interest rate hike; and
a weaker rand exchange rate.
The slowdown in household credit extension
continued. To an extent this was offset by
increased credit growth in the corporate sector.
While some of these headwinds also affected the
rest of the sub-Saharan region, most economies
continued to expand at a brisk pace. Domestic
demand – fuelled by credit growth and
investment in infrastructure development –
remained the major catalyst.
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EXECUTIVE REVIEW continued

HL BOSMAN Chief executive officer

“THE GOOD RESULTS
DELIVERED BY RMH
CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO
THE STRONG OPERATIONAL
PERFORMANCE BY
FIRSTRAND.”

OVERVIEW OF RESULTS
RMH produced good results for the year ended
30 June 2014, reporting normalised earnings of
R6.2 billion (2013: R5.1 billion), an increase of
22%. Normalised earnings per share amounted
to 441.7 cents per share (2013: 361.7 cents).
These results were achieved on the back of the
strong operational performances of all three of the
main FirstRand brands. FNB, RMB and WesBank
which continued to outperform the market.
The final dividend of 127.5 cents per share
(2013: 104.5 cents) resulted in dividends for the
year increasing by 33%.

SOURCES OF NORMALISED
EARNINGS
FirstRand’s well-diversified income stream is
drawn from the full spectrum of banking services
and is predominantly sourced from South Africa.
RMH’s interest in FirstRand’s normalised earnings
is as follows:
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Segmental information
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE
R million
FNB
RMB
WesBank
Other
FIRSTRAND NORMALISED EARNINGS

2014
9
5
2
1

2013* % change

462
342
830
029

7 998
4 383
2 774
265

18
22
2
>100

18 663

15 420

21

Attributable to RMH
Center costs

6 325
(88)

5 226
(119)

21
(26)

RMH NORMALISED EARNINGS

6 237

5 107

22

* Restated from prior year. Refer to www.firstrand.co.za for FirstRand normalised earnings and for RMH refer to page 75, for
prior year restatements.

UNDERLYING INTRINSIC VALUE
Over the year to 30 June 2014 RMH’s market capitalisation increased by 33% and at that date amounted
to R74.2 billion or 5 259 cents per share (June 2013: R55.6 billion). This represented a 3.3% discount
(June 2013: 1.2% premium) to RMH’s underlying intrinsic value:
AS AT 30 JUNE
R million

2014

2013 % change

Market value of listed interest (FirstRand)
Net funding

77 850
(1 128)

55 269
(1 172)

Total intrinsic value

76 722

54 097

42

5 434

3 831

42

Intrinsic value per share (cents)

41
(4)

At 30 June 2014 net borrowing at the center amounted to R1.13 billion of which the core element
comprised R1.18 billion fixed rate preference shares due for redemption on 6 December 2017, paying
dividends at 7.08% per annum, six monthly in arrears.
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EXECUTIVE REVIEW continued

FINAL DIVIDEND PAYMENT
RMH currently follows a stated practice of
returning net dividends (after providing for
funding and operational costs incurred at the
center) received by it in the ordinary course of
business to shareholders. RMH’s primary source
of dividend income is its investment in FirstRand.
The board is of the opinion that RMH is adequately
capitalised at this stage and that the company will
be able to meet its obligations in the foreseeable
future after payment of the final dividend.
Having due regard to the final dividend receivable
from FirstRand and applying the dividend practice
outlined above, the board of RMH has resolved
to declare a gross final dividend of 127.5 cents
per share (2013: 104 cents). Such final dividend,
together with the interim dividend of 100 cents,
brings the total dividend for the year to 30 June
2014 to 227.5 cents per ordinary share (2013:
170.5 cents). Such dividend is covered 1.9 times
by normalised earnings per share and represents
a year-on-year increase of 33%. The lowering of
the dividend cover to 1.9 is as a direct results of
FirstRand stating that it considers a dividend
cover of between 1.8 to 2.2 as adequate.
FirstRand indicated that it would on an annual
basis assess the level of cover and would take
into account the following factors:
actual performance;
forward factors;
demand for capital; and
potential changes in regulations.
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needed to pay DWT of 19.12500 cents per share.
Due to the STC credit of 5.89826 cents per share
being utilised to reduce the liability by the
shareholder, the net DWT tax payable amounts
to 18.24026 cents per share.
The net dividend receivable by non-exempt
shareholder is therefore 109.25974 cents per
share. An exempt shareholder will receive 127.5
cents per share.

OUTLOOK
The South African consumer will be placed under
further pressure due to the current interest rate
hiking cycle.
RMH believes that FirstRand’s strategy to:
grow its customer base;
drive non-interest revenue; and
exercise discipline in its credit origination
strategies in the retail market
will place FirstRand in a good position to weather
the difficult credit cycle that is expected to
continue to emerge over the next 12 to 18 months.
FirstRand’s franchises have the appropriate
strategies in place to continue to deliver good
operational performance. FirstRand’s balance
sheet is strong and its diverse income streams
should put it in a position to continue to deliver
sustainable and superior returns to its
equityholders.

BOARD CHANGES

FirstRand confirmed that for 2014 it believed a
1.9 cover was appropriate.

During the current year the following board
appointments were made:

Dividend Withholding Tax (“DWT”) at a rate of
15% is levied on dividends paid to shareholders
who are not exempt from DWT. RMH has
accumulated Secondary Tax Credits (“STC”)
which have been used to reduce the DWT liability
arising. A non-exempt shareholder would have

Mr HL Bosman (2 April 2014) as executive
director/chief executive officer-designate.
Mr JP Burger as non-executive director
(30 June 2014).
Mr P Lagerström as independent nonexecutive director (30 June 2014).
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Mr MM Morobe was appointed as an independent
non-executive director effective 1 August 2014.
We extend a warm welcome to all the new
appointees.
As part of a process to achieve compliance
with the various prescriptions regarding board
structures and corporate governance, Mr JJ Durand
resigned as non-executive director effective
30 June 2014, and remained as an alternate
to Mr L Crouse.
Mr Cooper retires, effective 10 September 2014,
as chief executive officer and financial director.
He will continue to serve on the board in a nonexecutive capacity. We would like to express a
word of gratitude to Mr Cooper for the value he
has created for the equityholders during his
career. We wish him well as he scales back his
corporate involvement.
The board has confirmed Mr Bosman as chief
executive officer and financial director of RMH
(effective 10 September 2014). We wish him well
in his career with RMH and look forward to
support him in his strategic initiatives.
For and on behalf of the board

GT Ferreira
Chairman

HL Bosman
Chief Executive Officer

Sandton
10 September 2014
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GROUP OVERVIEW

SIZWE NXASANA1

JOHAN BURGER2

FIRSTRAND CONSISTS OF A PORTFOLIO OF LEADING
FINANCIAL SERVICES FRANCHISES.
First National
Bank

Rand Merchant
Bank

WesBank

(the retail and
commercial bank)

(the investment
bank)

(the instalment
finance business)

1 Chief executive officer, FirstRand
2 Deputy chief executive officer, FirstRand
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Ashburton
Investments
(the newly established
investment management
business)

1

SECTION

billion

33.9%

10

11

12 730

15 420

18 663

FirstRand group
normalised earnings (cents)

10 805

R18.6

RMH
INTEREST

9 963

NORMALISED
EARNINGS

2

12

13

14

SOURCES OF NORMALISED EARNINGS

54%
FNB

27%
RMB

19%
WESBANK

FirstRand managed to increase normalised earnings to R18.6 billion and deliver a normalised ROE
of 24.2%, very good results in the current macroeconomic environment.
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GROUP OVERVIEW continued

OPERATIONAL REVIEW
All three franchises, FNB, RMB and WesBank
delivered strong operational performances and
continued to outperform the market.
FNB’s results were positively influenced by:
lower non-performing loans (“NPLs”) in
residential mortgages (-19%) due to FNB’s
proactive work-out strategy together with
an increase in advances (5%) in line with
house price increases;
ongoing customer acquisition in target
segments and increased cross-sell benefited
the transactional franchises;
migration of customers to electronic channels
continued to drive growth in volumes,
transactional volumes in electronic channels
increased 15%;
counter-cyclical origination actions taken in
personal loans in 2011 has paid dividends;
and
strong growth across the African footprint
with both established and new subsidiaries
performing well (pre-tax profit increased
21%).
RMB’s results were positively influenced by:
very strong earnings from underlying
investments in private equity together and
a significant investment realisation (pre-tax
profit increased 86%);
the global markets division delivered a solid
performance despite a challenging market
volatility,
subdued
macroeconomic
environment and increased competitive
pressures (pre-tax profit increased 44%); and
growing contribution from activities in the
rest of Africa, particularly in investment
banking and global markets activities.
WesBank’s results were positively influenced
by:
its consistent point of sale presence and
partnership model ensured resilient new
business volumes;
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excellent performance from MotoNovo in
the United Kingdom, which grew strongly in
GBP terms; and
discipline in origination of vehicle-assetfinance (“VAF”) and personal loans resulted
in a better than expected cost of credit.
Ashburton continued to execute on its organic
strategy. Since its launch in June 2013 assets
under management grew 14% to R115 billion.
41% of its assets under management are now
composed of non-traditional assets, giving clients
access to inflation-linked bonds, private equity,
unlisted corporate debt and longer dated loans.
The FirstRand income statement benefited from
an increase of 19% in net interest income
(“NII”), driven by ongoing gains in new business
at FNB, WesBank and RMB.
Total non-interest revenue (“NIR”) increased
14% year-on-year, due to the following:
the strong contribution from FNB, which
grew NIR 10%. This performance was driven
by both the retail and commercial segments
and resulted from increases in fee and
commission income. FNB’s ongoing strategy
to migrate customers onto electronic
platforms continued to produce good
growth in electronic volumes of 15% yearon-year;
NIR growth driven by RMB’s client franchises,
particularly in the rest of Africa. In addition,
RMB’s investing activities produced an
excellent performance, with good growth
from equity accounted income generated by
the private equity portfolio, boosted by the
realisation of a significant investment; and
WesBank’s NIR (including share of profits
from associates and joint ventures) which
increased 13%, in line with new business
volumes and benefiting from continued
growth in the full maintenance rental book.
Overall operating costs increased 15%, reflecting
the continued investment in electronic platforms
and FirstRand’s African operating footprint,
whilst operating income grew by 18%.

SECTION

Whilst overall bad debts continued to trend
down, NPLs showed a mixed picture. Residential
mortgages, FNB commercial and RMB’s
investment banking division saw NPLs reducing
whilst NPLs in FNB card, VAF and personal loans
increased. Strong book growth resulted in an
increase in NPLs in FNB’s business segment and
the FNB African portfolio.
The overall credit picture remains in line with
expectations and all of FirstRand’s portfolios are
tracking as anticipated, reflecting decisions taken
as early as 2011 to exit origination in high-risk
segments, particularly in personal loans. Portfolio
overlays at a franchise level increased 55% yearon-year. This reflects FirstRand’s view that the
negative retail credit cycle will continue to
emerge, already reflected in the higher levels of
arrears being experienced. FirstRand’s balance
sheet continued to show good growth in
advances year-on-year, particularly from FNB’s
card and commercial books and certain of the
rest of Africa subsidiaries. RMB’s core advances
book also posted strong growth, particularly
benefiting from activities in the rest of Africa and
renewable energy drawdowns in South Africa.
On a rolling six-month basis, growth in certain
retail portfolios, such as personal loans and VAF,
continued to moderate.

FIRSTRAND’S VISION AND
PROGRESS ON GROWTH
STRATEGY OUTSIDE OF
SOUTH AFRICA
FirstRand’s vision is to be the African financial
services group of choice, create long-term
franchise value, deliver superior and sustainable
economic returns to shareholders within
acceptable levels of volatility and maintain
balance sheet strength. FirstRand seeks to
achieve this with two parallel growth strategies,
which are executed through its portfolio of
operating franchises, within a framework set by
FirstRand and supported by RMH.

1

2

The growth strategies are:
become a predominant player in all of the
financial services profit pools in South Africa,
growing in existing markets and those
where it is under-represented; and
grow its franchise in the broader African
continent, targeting those countries expected
to show above average domestic growth and
which are well positioned to benefit from the
trade and investment flows between Africa,
India and China.
With regard to expansion into the rest of
Africa, there are three pillars to its execution:
utilise the capabilities of the South African
franchise, particularly the domestic balance
sheet, intellectual capital, international
platforms and the existing operating
footprint in the rest of Africa;
start an in-country franchise and grow
organically; and
small- to medium-sized acquisitions where it
makes commercial sense.
During the year under review the African
operations increased net profit before tax by
21%, WesBank African business included in this
number increased by 66%.

CAPITAL
FirstRand has maintained its very strong capital
position. FirstRand’s total capital adequacy ratio
at 16.7% (internal target >14%) exceeds the
regulatory minimum requirements of 10.0%.
FirstRand’s internal target levels have been
revised in order to meet the 2019 end-state
regulatory minimum requirements under Basel III
including the capital conservation buffer and also
after considering various stakeholder constraints.
For a comprehensive, in-depth review of
FirstRand’s performance, RMH shareholders are
referred to www.firstrand.co.za.
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CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
RMH is a focussed financial services group that currently holds a significant investment in FirstRand, itself
the owner of the country’s leading banking enterprises including FNB, RMB, WesBank and Ashburton, its
recently established investment management business(as set out on page 4).
A core element of RMH’s success can be ascribed to an “owner-manager” culture which has been
inculcated at FirstRand. Thus:
while the RMH board is responsible for the maintenance of sound corporate governance at a RMH
level, it believes that its role as an investment holding company is more of an overseer;
effective corporate governance forms part of RMH’s investment assessment criteria which is further
monitored by non-executive board representation on those boards. Implementation is therefore best
managed at an investee level; and consequently;
FirstRand has its own extensive governance structure, of which details can be found in the
FirstRand integrated annual report with a report from each of the committee’s chairmen.
The below diagram provides an oversight of the governance structure of FirstRand.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Directors’ affairs
and governance
committee (including
nominations
committee)

Executive
committee

Remuneration
committee

Audit
committee

Risk, capital
management
and compliance
committee

Transformation
monitoring
committee

Social and ethics
committee

FirstRand
Foundation

RMH subscribes to a set of values which seek to foster integrity, innovation, individual empowerment
and personal accountability. RMH enforces these values through various board committees with clearly
defined responsibilities. Below is a simple diagram of the current corporate governance structure.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Directors’ affairs
and governance
committee

Nominations
committee

Remuneration
committee

In South Africa principles and guidelines for
corporate governance are set by:
the King III Report’s Code of Corporate
Practices and Conduct (“King III”); and
the Companies Act,
(“Companies Act”).

71

of

2008,

Both RMH and FirstRand endorse King III. RMH is
listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange
(“JSE”). RMH therefore has to comply with the
JSE Listing Requirements. In the beginning of the
year the JSE Listings requirements were amended
which made certain King III principles compulsory
for listed entities to comply with.

INTEGRATED REPORTING
In 2009 King III introduced the principle of
integrated reporting. The business community
struggled with the concept of integrated reporting
and on 23 December 2013 the International
Integrated Reporting Council (“IIRC”) released a
principle based framework called the International

Audit and risk
committee

Social and
ethics and
transformation
committee

Integrated Reporting <IR> Framework to assist
companies in preparing an integrated report.
RMH does not believe integrated reporting had a
significant influence on how it ran its business but
did evolve into more transparency and connecting
the various areas of reporting being:
financial statement;
sustainability reporting;
management commentary and
governance and remuneration.
RMH is mindful of the fact that significant
elements of disclosure have already been made
by FirstRand. As FirstRand is not a subsidiary of
RMH, RMH chose to rather than a rote replication
of the information to cross-refer stakeholders to
the FirstRand report where appropriate. Their
report is available at www.firstrand.co.za.
FirstRand’s integrated approach to corporate
governance take cognisance of financial and
non-financial issues ensuring the alignment of
the groups objectives with the long run interest
of its stakeholders.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE continued

KING III
The JSE Listings Requirements require all JSE-listed companies to provide a narrative of how it has applied
the recommendations contained in King III, below is the King III gap analysis for the year ended
30 June 2014. Compliance was for the full period unless indicated differently.
Principle

Description

Status

Explanation

1

Ethical leadership and corporate citizenship

1.1

The board should provide effective
leadership on an ethical foundation.

ü

1.2

The board should ensure that the
company is and is seen to be a
responsible corporate citizen.

ü

1.3

The board should ensure that the
company’s ethics are managed
effectively.

ü

2

Board and directors

2.1

The board should act as a focal point
for and custodian of corporate
governance.

ü

2.2

The board should appreciate that
strategy, risk, performance and
sustainability are inseparable.

ü

2.3

The board should provide effective
leadership based on an ethical
foundation.

ü

2.4

The board should ensure that the
company is and is seen to be corporate
citizen.

ü

2.5

The board should ensure that the
company’s ethics are managed
effectively.

ü

2.6

The board should ensure that the
company has an effective and
independent audit committee.

ü

2.7

The board should be responsible for
the governance of risk.

ü

2.8

The board should be responsible for
information of technology governance.

ü
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Principle

Description

2.9

The board should ensure that the
company complies with applicable laws
and considers adherence for nonbinding rules, codes and standards.

Status
ü

2.10

The board should ensure that there is
an effective risk-based internal audit.

ü

2.11

The board should appreciate that
stakeholders’ perceptions affect the
company’s reputation.

ü

2.12

The board should ensure the integrity
of the company’s integrated report.

ü

2.13

The board should report on the
effectiveness of the company’s internal
controls.

ü

2.14

The board and its directors should act
in the best interests of the company.

ü

2.15

The board should consider business
rescue proceedings or other turnaround
mechanisms as soon as the company
is financially distressed as defined
in the Act.

ü

2.16

The board should elect a chairman of
the board who is an independent
non-executive director. The CEO of the
company should also not fulfil the role
of chairman of the board.

X

2.17

The board should appoint the chief
executive officer and establish a
framework for the delegation of
authority.

ü

1

2

Explanation

The chairman is not independent but a
lead independent director was
appointed.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE continued

Principle

Description

2.18

The board should comprise a balance
of power, with a majority of nonexecutive directors. The majority of
non-executive should be independent.

X

2.19

Directors should be appointed through
a formal process.

ü

2.20

The induction of and ongoing training
and development of directors should be
conducted through formal processes.

ü

2.21

The board should be assisted by a
competent, suitably qualified and
experienced company secretary.

ü

2.22

The evaluation of the board, its
committees and the individual directors
should be performed every year.

ü

2.23

The board should delegate certain
functions to well-structured committees
but without abdicating its own
responsibilities.

ü
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Status

Explanation
The majority of the board is nonexecutives but the majority of the
non-executives are not independent.
For the period 1 July 2013 to 29 June
2014 of the nine non-executives only
four were independent. From 30 June
2014 to 9 September 2014 after the
resignation of Mr JJ Durand and the
appointment of Messrs JP Burger, P
Lagerström and MM Morobe of the
12 non-executive directors only six
were independent. For the period
10 September 2014 to current with
the appointment of Mr Cooper of the
thirteen non-executive directors only
six are independent. The other seven
non-executive directors are not seen to
be independent primarily as a result of
their interest in the company, or due
the fact that they represent significant
equityholders. RMH believes that all
board members are suitably qualified
and believes that the current
composition of the board is in the best
interest of all stakeholders without
prejudice to them as well as the fact
that RMH is an investment holding
company with one investment being
a significant shareholding in FirstRand.
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Principle

Description

2.24

A governance framework should be
agreed between the group and its
subsidiary boards.

Status
ü

2.25

Companies should remunerate directors
and executives fairly and responsible.

ü

2.26

Companies should disclose the
remuneration of each individual
director and certain senior executives.

X

2.27

Equityholders should approve the
company’s remuneration policy.

ü

3

Audit committees

3.1

The board should ensure that the
company has an effective and
independent non-executive audit
committee.

ü

3.2

Audit committee members should be
suitably skilled and experienced
independent non-executive directors.

ü

3.3

The audit committee should be chaired
by an independent non-executive
director.

ü

3.4

The audit committee should oversee
integrated reporting.

ü

3.5

The audit committee should ensure
that a combined assurance model is
applied to provide a coordinated
approach to all assurance activities.

ü

3.6

The audit committee should satisfy
itself of the expertise, resources and
experience of the company’s finance
function.

ü

3.7

The audit committee should be
responsible for overseeing of internal
audit.

ü

3.8

The audit committee should be an
integral component of the risk
management process.

ü

1

2

Explanation

The company did not disclose the
remuneration for the three most
highly-paid employees as the staff
complement of RMH is seven including
the CEO. The CEO’s remuneration has
been disclosed on page 38.
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Principle

Description

3.9

The audit committee is responsible for
recommending the external auditor and
overseeing the external audit process.

ü

3.10

The audit committee should report to
the board and equityholders on how it
has discharged its duties.

ü

4

The governance of risk

4.1

The board should be responsible for
the governance of risk.

ü

4.2

The board should determine the levels
of risk tolerance.

ü

4.3

The risk or audit committee should
assist the board in carrying out its risk
responsibilities.

ü

4.4

The board should delegate to
management the responsibility to
design, implement and monitor the risk
management plan.

ü

4.5

The board should ensure that risk
assessments are performed on a
continual basis.

√

4.6

The board should ensure that
frameworks and methodologies are
implemented to increase the probability
of anticipating unpredictable risks.

ü

4.7

The board should ensure that
management considers and implements
appropriate risk responses.

ü

4.8

The board should ensure continual risk
monitoring by management.

ü

4.9

The board should receive assurance
regarding the effectiveness of the risk
management process.

ü

4.10

The board should ensure that there are
processes in place enabling complete,
timely, relevant, accurate and accessible
risk disclosure to stakeholders.

ü
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Explanation
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Principle

Description

Status

5

The governance of information technology

5.1

The board should be responsible for
information technology governance.

ü

5.2

IT should be aligned with the
performance and sustainability
objectives of the company.

ü

5.3

The board should delegate to
management the responsibility for the
implementation of an IT governance
framework.

ü

5.4

The board should monitor and evaluate
significant IT investments and
expenditure.

ü

5.5

IT should form an integral part of the
company’s risk management.

ü

5.6

The board should ensure that
information assets are managed
effectively.

ü

5.7

A risk and audit committee should
assist the board in carrying out its IT
responsibilities.

ü

6

Compliance with laws, rules, codes and standards

6.1

The board should ensure that the
company complies with applicable laws
and considers adherence to nonbinding rules, codes and standards.

ü

6.2

The board and each individual director
should have a working understanding
of the effect if the applicable laws,
rules, codes and standards on the
company and its business.

ü

6.3

Compliance risk should form an
integral part of the company’s risk
management process.

ü

6.4

The board should delegate to
management the implementation
of an effective compliance framework
and processes.

ü

1
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Explanation
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Principle

Description

Status

7

Internal audit

7.1

The board should ensure that there is
an effective risk based internal audit.

ü

7.2

Internal audit should follow a risk
based approach to its plan.

ü

7.3

Internal audit should provide a written
assessment of the effectiveness of the
company’s system of internal control
and risk management.

ü

7.4

The audit committee should be
responsible for overseeing internal audit.

ü

7.5

Internal audit should be strategically
positioned to achieve its objectives.

ü

8

Governing stakeholder relationships

8.1

The board should appreciate that
stakeholder’ perceptions affect a
company’s reputation.

ü

8.2

The board should delegate to
management to proactively deal with
stakeholder relationships.

ü

8.3

The board should strive to achieve the
appropriate balance between its
various stakeholder groupings, in the
best interests of the company.

ü

8.4

Companies should ensure the equitable
treatment of equityholders.

ü

8.5

Transparent and effective
communication with stakeholders is
essential for building and maintaining
their trust and confidence.

ü

8.6

The board should ensure that disputes
are resolved as effectively, efficiently
and expeditiously as possible.

ü

9

Integrated reporting and disclosure

9.1

The board should ensure the integrity
of the company’s integrated report.

ü

9.2

Sustainability reporting and disclosures
should be integrated with the
company’s financial reporting.

ü

9.3

Sustainability reporting and disclosure
should be independently assured.

ü
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YEAR UNDER REVIEW
The Companies Act places certain duties on
directors and determines that they should apply
the necessary care and skill in fulfilling their
duties. To ensure that this is achieved, best
practice principles, as contained in King III, are
applied where applicable. Disclosure in this
report is limited to RMH.
The following are the notable aspects of RMH’s
corporate governance:

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Role and responsibilities
The board’s paramount responsibility is the
positive performance of RMH in creating value
for its equityholders. In so doing it should take
account of the legitimate interests and
expectations of other stakeholders. RMH’s
stakeholders include the present and potential
beneficiaries of RMH as investors in it.
In terms of its formal charter, the board’s
responsibilities include the appointment of the
executive officers, approval of corporate strategy,
risk management and corporate governance.
The board reviews and approves the business
plans and monitors financial performance and
implementation of the strategies. The board is
the guardian of the values and ethics of the
company and its investee. It ensures that the
company is and is seen to be a responsible
corporate citizen. The board is also responsible
for formulating the company’s communication
policy and ensuring that spokespersons of the
company adhere to it. This responsibility includes
clear, transparent, balanced and truthful
communication to equityholders and relevant
stakeholders.
The board has a fiduciary duty to act in good faith,
with due care and diligence, and in the best
interests of RMH and its stakeholders. It is the
primary body responsible for the corporate
governance values of RMH. While control is
delegated to the management of RMH in the
day-to-day management of the company, the
board retains full and effective control over RMH.
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A formal board charter, as recommended by
King III, has been adopted. The charter includes
a code of ethics to which all directors subscribe.
The code deals with duties of care and skill, as
well as those of good faith, including honesty
and integrity and the need to always act in the
best interests of the company. Directors or
employees may use existing procedures to report
unethical business practices to the board.
Board members have full and unrestricted access
to management and all information and property.
They are entitled, at the cost of the company, to
seek independent professional advice in the
fulfilment of their duties. Directors may meet
separately with management without the
attendance of executive directors.
After evaluating their performance in terms of
their respective charters, the directors are of the
opinion that the board and the subcommittees
have discharged all their responsibilities.

Composition of the board
RMH has a unitary board with a non-executive
director as chairman, but not independent in
terms of the definition stated below. The board
believes that Mr Ferreira’s specialist knowledge
of the financial services industry makes it
appropriate for him to hold this position.
The roles of chairman and chief executive officer
are separate and the composition of the board
ensures a balance of authority precluding any
one director from exercising unfettered powers
of decision-making. The directors are individuals
of a high calibre with diverse backgrounds and
expertise, facilitating independent judgement
and broad deliberations in the decision-making
process. Each year the board evaluates its
composition to ensure an appropriate mix of
skills and experience.
The board comprises fourteen members of
whom thirteen are non-executive directors. Six of
the non-executive directors are also independent
directors in terms of the definition stated below.
Mr Goss was appointed as lead independent
non-executive director. The independence of the
directors classified as “independent” was
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evaluated by weighing all relevant factors,
including length of services, which may impair
independence.
New directors are subject to a ‘fit and proper’ test.
An informal orientation programme is available to
incoming directors. No director has an automatic
right to a position on the board. All directors are
required to be elected by equityholders at an
annual general meeting. The company in a
general meeting may appoint any person to be a
director subject to the provisions of memorandum
of incorporation.
During the year Messrs Crouse, Dippenaar, Dreyer
and Harris retired in terms of the company’s
memorandum of incorporation and, being
eligible, was re-elected by the equityholders at the
annual general meeting of the company.
The names of the directors, their age, qualifications
and other detail appear on pages 34 to 37.

does not have a direct or indirect interest
which is material to his/her personal wealth;
has not been employed or is not immediate
family of an individual who was employed
by the company or FirstRand of which it
currently forms part in any executive capacity
for the preceding three financial years;
is not a professional adviser to the company
or FirstRand;
does not receive remuneration contingent
upon the performance of the company;
does not participate in a share incentive
scheme/option scheme of the company; and
is free from any business or other relationship
which could be seen as by an objective
outsider to interfere materially with the
individual’s capacity to act in an independent
manner.

Directors’ interests

FirstRand’s board and operating divisions are
similarly constituted with the necessary mix of
skills, experience and diversity. There is also an
appropriate mix between executive and nonexecutive appointments.

It is not a requirement of the company’s
memorandum of incorporation or the board
charter that directors own shares in the company.
Directors’ interests in the ordinary shares are
disclosed on page 41.

Term of office

Board proceedings

Non-executive directors retire by rotation every
three years and are eligible for re-election. Reappointment of non-executive directors is not
automatic. The retirement age of the directors is
set at seventy.
The chief executive/operating officer has an
employment contract that can, subject to fair
labour practices, be terminated with one
month’s notice.

Definition of independence
An independent non-executive director is a nonexecutive director who:
is not a representative of a shareholder who
has the ability to control or significantly
influence management of the board;
does not have a direct or indirect interest in
the company which exceeds 5% of the
shares in issue;
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The board meets once every quarter. Should an
important matter arise between scheduled
meetings, additional meetings may be convened.
Before each board meeting, an information pack,
which provides background information on the
performance of RMH for the year to date and
any other matters for discussion at the meeting,
is distributed to each board member. At its
meetings, the board considers both financial and
non-financial qualitative information that might
have an impact on the stakeholders of RMH.
Details of the board meetings held during the
year ended 30 June 2014, as well as the
attendance by individual members, are disclosed
in the section “Directorate” on page 34. The
attendance by the directors at the company’s
annual general meeting is disclosed in the section
“Directorate” on page 34.

SECTION

Board committees
The board has established five subcommittees to
assist the directors in their duties and responsibilities.
There are:
a Directors’ affairs and governance committee;
a Nominations committee
a Remuneration committee;
an Audit and risk committee; and
a Social and ethics and transformation
committee.
Each committee has a formal charter and report to
the board at regular intervals. The charters, which
sets out the objectives, authority, composition and
responsibilities of the committee, have been
approved by the board. All the committees are
free to take independent outside professional
advice, as and when required, at the expense of
the group.
Further details of the board committees are
provided on pages 25 to 30.

Company secretary
The company secretary of RMH is Ellen Marais, a
chartered accountant. All directors have unlimited
access to the services of the company secretary,
who is responsible to the board for ensuring that
proper corporate governance principles are
adhered to.
The board conducts on an annual basis a
performance review, the board reserves the right
to appoint the company secretary. The company
secretary is not a director of the company and
does not have a material interest in the company.
An arm’s length relationship is maintained by
adherence to the RMH code of ethics.

DIRECTORS’ AFFAIRS AND
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
Role and responsibilities
The committee’s primary objectives are to assist
the board in discharging its responsibilities
relative to:
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its determination and evaluation of the
adequacy, efficiency and appropriateness of
the corporate governance structures in the
company;
board and board committee structures;
the maintenance of a board directorship
continuity programme;
the self-assessment of the effectiveness of
the board as a whole and the contribution of
each director; and
ensuring that succession plans are in place
for the key posts in the greater group.

Governance effectiveness
During the year under review the board conducted
evaluations to measure their effectiveness and
that of its members. The evaluations conducted in
respect of the period under review found no
material concerns in respect of board and board
committee performance. The directors are aware
of the need to convey to the chairman any
concerns that they might have in respect of the
performance and conduct of their peers.
The performance of the chief executive officer is
also formally evaluated at least once a year.

Ethics
Upon joining the group all directors are obliged
to sign a code of ethics. RMH’s code of ethics
addresses duties of care and skill, good faith,
honesty and integrity, whistle blowing, processes
for dealing with conflicts of interest and the need
to always act in the best interest of RMH.
The soliciting or acceptance of payments, other
than declared remuneration, gifts and
entertainment as consideration to act or fail to
act in a certain way are disallowed. RMH does
not make political donations.
No issues of improper or unethical behaviour on
the part of any of the directors were drawn to
the attention of the committee during the year.

Conflicts
Mechanisms are in place to recognise, respond to
and manage any potential conflicts of interest.
Directors sign a declaration stating that they are
not aware of any undeclared conflicts of interest
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that may exist due to their interest in, or
association with, any other company. In addition,
directors disclose interests in contracts that are of
significance to RMH’s business and do not
participate in the voting process of these matters.
All information acquired by directors in the
performance of their duties, which is not
disclosed publicly, is treated as confidential.
Directors may not use, or appear to use, such
information for personal advantage or for the
advantage of third parties.
All directors of the company are required to
comply with the RMH code of conduct and the
requirements of the JSE regarding inside
information, transactions and disclosure of
transactions.

Dealings in securities
In accordance with the JSE Listing requirements,
the company has adopted a policy for insider
trading. During the closed period directors and
designated employees are prohibited from
dealing in the company’s securities. Directors and
designated employees may only deal in the
company’s securities outside the closed period,
with the authorisation of the chairman. The
closed period lasts from the end of a financial
reporting period until the publication of financial
results for that period. Additional closed periods
may be declared from time to time if circumstances
warrant it.

NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
Role and responsibilities
The company has a formal and transparent policy
regarding the appointment of directors to the
board.
The committee shall make recommendations to
the board on the appointment of new executives
and non-executives directors. The board in turn
shall propose approved candidates to the
equityholders for appointment in general meeting.
The committee will first consider a proposed
director’s CV and do the necessary interviews
and reference checks to establish the integrity
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and skills of the person and to ensure that the
person has not been disqualified from being a
director. The committee will ensure that all
statutory requirements for the appointment are
complied with and that the new director is
properly briefed on his/her roles and responsibilities,
time commitment, committee service and
involvement outside board meetings.

Composition of the committee
The committee comprised five non-executive
directors of which the majority were independent.
The committee was chaired by the lead
independent director.
The names of the members of the committee, by
individual members are disclosed in the section
“Directorate” on page 34.

Committee proceedings
The committee meets on an ad hoc basis to fill
vacancies or at the request of the board or any
committee member or as often as it deems
necessary to achieve its objectives as set out in the
terms of reference or at the request of the board.
The committee may invite any of the directors,
professional advisors or officers whose input may
be required to the meetings.
The chairman may excuse from the meeting or
from any item on the agenda any of the attendees
at a meeting who may be considered to have a
conflict of interest, or for confidentiality reasons.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
Role and responsibilities
The roles and responsibilities of the remuneration
committee include:
assist the board in exercising its responsibility
of ensuring that fair reward practices are
implemented in RMH;
make recommendations to the board in
respect of the remuneration (total guaranteed
package, variable pay and share incentives)
of the chief executive officer, who is the sole
executive director employed by RMH;

SECTION

approve the remuneration (total guaranteed
package, variable pay and share incentives)
of the executive management of RMH;
consider non-executive directors’ fees and
make recommendations to the board for
approval by the equityholders; and
provide a channel of communication between
the board and management on remuneration
matters.
The committee is mandated to:
debate and approve the principles applied in
determining the mix between guaranteed
and variable components of remuneration,
including participation to share incentive
schemes;
debate and approve the annual salary
adjustment;
debate and approve the benchmarking
process followed in determining the
remuneration packages of the chief executive
officer and executive management, including
the performance criteria used;
review standard conditions of service,
including leave entitlement, pension and
provident fund benefits and membership to
medical aid schemes;
review and approve the terms and conditions
of the executive director’s service agreement;
ensure that appropriate disclosure is
provided in the annual integrated report in
line with King III, with explanations where
the principles have not been applied; and
delegate in writing any of its functions and
the power to implement its decisions.

Executive remuneration
The committee seeks to align executive
remuneration with stakeholder interests through
appropriate refinements to fixed, variable and
long-term remuneration arrangements relative to
company performance and industry specific
remuneration practices. The strategy is accordingly
tailored towards:
creating recognisable alignment between
rewards and the risk exposure of equityholders
and other stakeholders;
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incentivising the delivery of consistent
performance in line with strategic goals and
risk tolerances and rewarding success
appropriately;
delivering compensation that is affordable
and reasonable in terms of the value created
for equityholders; and
encouraging behaviour consistent with
RMH’s business philosophy and corporate
culture.
To align remuneration with shareholder returns
and RMH’s remuneration policy specifically
addresses the following factors:
individual performance measured against
both financial and non-financial performance
criteria, individual behaviour and competitive
performance;
incentives which diminish or disappear in the
event of poor group performance;
no multi-year guaranteed incentives,
substantial severance arrangements or
remuneration linked to revenue generation
by formula; and
transparency to enable stakeholders to make
reasonable assessments of reward practices
and underlying governance processes.
In conducting the annual remuneration review,
the committee also gave consideration to the
outcomes of remuneration reviews in FirstRand
and had reference to independent advice on
both general and specific remuneration practices.
The committee considered the expanded
remuneration disclosure requirements enacted
and recommended during the year. It holds the
view that the neither of the other six employees
are “prescribed officers” in the context of the
Companies Act and that no meaningful benefit
would be derived by other stakeholders in
specific disclosure of their remuneration.
Remuneration and fees paid to both executive
and non-executive directors are approved at the
annual general meeting of equityholders.
Details of directors’ remuneration for the year
under review can be found on pages 38 to 39
of this report.
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Composition of the committee
The committee currently comprise of three nonexecutive directors of the board, of which two
are independent.

Effectiveness of company’s
internal financial controls

The committee will meet at least once a year or
at the call of the chairman.

The committee report to the board that they are
of the opinion that based on enquiries made and
the reports from the internal and external
auditors, the risk management processes and
systems of internal control of the company and
its investments were effective for the period
under review. No material weakness in financial
control of the company was reported for the
period under review.

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE

Auditor independence

The names of the members of the committee, by
individual members are disclosed in the section
“Directorate” on page 34.

Committee proceedings

Role and responsibilities
The committee’s objectives are to assist the board
of directors in fulfilling its fiduciary duties with
regard to:
the safeguarding of RMH’s assets;
the financial reporting process;
the system of internal control;
the management of financial and nonfinancial risks;
the external audit process and approval of
non-audit services;
oversee internal audit process;
RMH’s process for monitoring compliance
with the laws and regulations applicable to IT;
the RMH’s compliance with the corporate
governance practices;
review of the annual integrated report;
the business conduct of RMH and its
officials;
the appointment of the external auditor and
the evaluation of their services and
independence.

Finance function
The committee has considered and satisfied itself
of the appropriateness of the expertise and
adequacy of resources of the finance function
and experience of the senior members of
management responsible for the financial
function.
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At the annual general meeting held in November
2013 equityholders approved the committee’s
recommendation for the re-appointment of
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc as auditors of the
company until the next annual general meeting.
RMH believes that the auditors have observed
the highest level of business and professional
ethics. The committee is satisfied that the
auditors have at all times acted with unimpaired
independence. Details of fees paid to the external
auditors are disclosed in note 15 of the financial
statements, no non-audit services were provided
during the current financial year.
The independent auditor attends all audit
committee meetings and the annual general
meeting of equityholders. The partner responsible
for the audit is required to rotate every five years.
The committee meets with the auditors
independently of senior management.

Companies Act
As required in terms of the Companies Act, the
committee is satisfied that it complied with and
performed its functions and that the company’s
external auditors are independent of the company.

Composition of the committee
The committee comprises a minimum of three
members and consists only of independent nonexecutive directors as required. The chairman is
an independent non-executive director and
attends the annual general meeting.

SECTION

Committee proceedings
The committee will meet at least twice a year or
at the call of the chairman, any member of
the committee, the board or the auditors.
Comprehensive minutes of meetings will be kept.
Details of committee meetings held during the
year ended 30 June 2014, as well as the
attendance by individual members are disclosed
in the section “Directorate” on page 34.
The chief executive officer and financial director
will attend the meeting. The committee shall
invite, at its discretion, the appropriate
representatives of the external auditors, other
professional advisors, officers or members of
staff whose input may be required.
Board members have the right of attendance.
The chairman may excuse from the meeting or
from any item on the agenda any of the
attendees at a meeting who may be considered
to have a conflict of interest.

SOCIAL AND ETHICS AND
TRANSFORMATION
COMMITTEE
Composition of the committee
The committee comprises a minimum of three
members and consists only of non-executive
directors who must act independently. The
chairman is an independent non-executive
director and attends the annual general meeting.
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good corporate citizenship including
promotion of equality; prevention of unfair
discrimination, reduction of corruption;
contribution to the development of
communities, and record of sponsorship,
donations and charitable giving;
the environment, health and public safety,
including the impact of the company’s
activities;
consumer relationships; including the
company’s advertising, public relations and
compliance with consumer protection laws;
and
labour and employment including the
standing in terms of the International Labour
Organisation Protocol on decent work and
working conditions, the company’s
employment relationships and its
contribution toward the educational
development of its employees.

Committee proceedings
The committee meets at least twice a year or at
the call of the chairman, any member of the
committee or the board. Comprehensive minutes
of meetings will be kept.
Details of committee meetings held during the
year ended 30 June 2014, as well as the
attendance by individual members are disclosed
in the section “Directorate” on page 34.
The chairman attends the annual general
meeting.

Role and responsibilities
The committee is a statutory requirement as per
the new Companies Act, the committee’s
objectives are to monitor:
the social and economic development,
including the 10 principles as set out in the
United Nations Global Compact principles,
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development recommendations
regarding corruption, the Employment
Equity Act and the Broad-Based Black
Economic Empowerment Act;
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Report from the chairman of the Social and ethics and transformation
committee (“SECOM”)
The SECOM is supported by the SECOM of FirstRand which in turn is supported by the franchise ethic
committees. These committees report on all significant matters which need to be brought under the
attention of the RMH SECOM as and when they arise. No significant matter was brought under the
attention of the RMH SECOM attention during the current year. The following table is a summary of the
focus areas for the FirstRand SECOM:
Focus area

Actions

Treating customers fairly

The committee has overseen enterprise-wide
preparations for new Twin Peaks regulation on
market conduct. FirstRand ethics office has taken
measures to ensure the coordination of the
following key areas across the group:
• franchise and business unit management;
• operational risk management;
• regulatory risk management; and
• internal audit.

Safe whistle blowing

Oversaw gradual improvements in reporting rates
as employees gain confidence in the safety and
effectiveness of the process.

Leading light campaign

R5 million in total awarded to employees which
successfully improved FirstRand’s ability to
detect and prevent fraud, theft and corruption.

A detailed King III gap analysis has been included on page 16 to page 22. The committee conducted an
assessment and is satisfied it has fulfilled the requirement of its charter.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROL
RMH recognises that managing risk and compliance is an integral part of generating sustainable
shareholder value and enhancing stakeholder interests.
The board is accountable for establishing, maintaining and monitoring the effectiveness of the processes
of risk management and systems of internal control applied throughout RMH.
RMH’s risk management and control framework covers the following key aspects:
identifying key performance indicators;
identifying significant business risks, both financial and other;
maintaining proper accounting records;
ensuring the reliability of financial information used within the business for decision-making or for
publication;
ensuring compliance with applicable laws, regulations and codes of ethics;
ensuring that RMH is not unnecessarily exposed to avoidable financial risks such as the risks
associated with fraud, potential liability and loss, including the safeguarding of assets;
managing potential conflicts of interest of management, board members and equityholders,
including misuse of corporate assets and abuse in related party transactions;
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ensuring the effectiveness and efficiency of
operations;
monitoring the progress of investments in
complying with the Financial Sector Charter;
ensuring that RMH and any projects in
which it is involved are subject to sound
environmental practices; and
ensuring that the appropriate balance is
struck between entrepreneurial endeavour
and sound business practice.

OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS OF
CONTROL ENVIRONMENT
As with most systems of internal control, the
effectiveness of internal control systems in RMH
is subject to inherit limitations, including:
the possibility of human error and/or poor
decision-making,
the deliberate circumventing of controls by
employees or others,
management overriding controls, and
the occurrence of unforeseeable circumstances.
Controls systems are therefore designed to
manage, rather than eliminate, the risk of failure.
Accordingly, it is recognised that a sound system
of internal control can provide only reasonable
and not absolute assurance against risks
impacting the achievement of business objectives
or any misstatement or loss.
Management reports regularly to the board on
the effectiveness of its risk and compliance
management and control framework. The
effectiveness of this framework is subject to
continuous review.

INTEGRATED ASSURANCE
The board does not only rely on the adequacy of
the internal control embedment process but
considers reports on the effectiveness of risk
management activities. The Audit and risk
committee ensures that the assurance functions
of management as well as internal and external
audit are sufficiently integrated.
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The various assurance providers to the board
comprise the following:
Senior management considers the company’s
risk strategy and policy along with the
effectiveness and efficiency thereof.
The Audit and risk committee considers the
adequacy of risk management strategies,
systems of internal control, risk profiles,
legal compliance, internal and external audit
reports and also reviews the independence
of the auditors, the extent and nature of
their engagements, scope of work and
findings. This committee also reviews the
level of disclosure in the annual financial
statements and the appropriateness of
accounting policies adopted by management,
the ethics register and other loss incidents
reported. The board reviews the performance
of the Audit and risk committee against its
charter.

Internal audit
RMH outsources its internal audit function to
Remgro Internal Audit (“Internal Audit”). Internal
Audit is an effective independent appraisal
function and employs a risk-based audit
approach. The head of Internal Audit has direct
access to the chairman of the Audit and risk
committee as well as to the chairman of RMH.

External audit
The company’s external auditor attends all Audit
and risk committee meetings and has direct
access to the chairman of the Audit and risk
committee and the chairman of RMH. The
external audit scope of work is adequately
integrated with the Internal Audit function
without the scope being restricted.
The directors are of the opinion that, based on
enquiries made and the reports from the internal
and external auditors, the risk management
processes and systems of internal control of the
company and FirstRand were effective for the
period under review.
The Audit and risk committee has satisfied itself
that there are effective audit committees
functioning at FirstRand.
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SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
RMH is committed to good corporate citizenship practices and organisational integrity in the direction,
control and stewardship of the group’s affairs. To the extent that it is possible, the directors of RMH seek
to ensure that this commitment is practised and reported on by the company’s associate (FirstRand) This
commitment provides stakeholders with comfort that the RMH’s affairs are being managed in an ethical
and disciplined manner.
This discussion is a limited overview from a RMH perspective. FirstRand publishes a detailed sustainability
review.
RMH subscribes to a philosophy of providing meaningful, timely and accurate communication to its key
stakeholders, based on transparency, accountability and integrity.
The direct stakeholders of RMH are shareholders, analysts, employees, suppliers, regulators; government
and civil society, communities and indirectly customers.

SHAREHOLDERS

EMPLOYEES

Communication

RMH together with FirstRand believe that
employees have an important role to play in
sustaining the positive performance of the group.
The human resource strategy is to attract, develop
and retain the best industry talent. We empower
our people, hold them accountable, and reward
them appropriately. During the current year
FirstRand’s Remco reviewed a comprehensive gap
analysis of its compensation practices relative to
international best practice, notable those
recommended in Regulation 43 of the South
African Banks Act and the Financial Stability
Board’s Principles of Sound Compensation
Practices and Implementation Guidelines. Based
on the outcome the Remco is satisfied that
FirstRand compensation practices are in line with
international best practice and the requirements
of the Banks Act. The same principles were
applied by the RMH Remco.

RMH’s communication practices are designed to
allow investors to make decisions about the
acquisition and ownership of shares. The
company communicates formally with
shareholders twice a year when it announces
interim and year end results. These comprehensive
reports are sent to all shareholders and are
accessible on the company’s website (www.
rmbh.co.za). The chairman and chief executive
officer meet with investors and investment
analysts from time to time. Ad hoc engagements
with shareholders are done via the website or via
SENS announcement through the JSE.

Ownership
Significant shareholdings are disclosed on page
47. An analysis of the RMH share price and
trading data appears on page 113.

CUSTOMERS
FirstRand provides a comprehensive range of
financial services to South African corporates and
individuals. In this regard the integrity of its
various brands, their image and reputation are
paramount to ensure the sustainability of their
businesses, FirstRand regularly engages with their
customers to measure satisfaction levels and gain
insight into their needs. FirstRand emphasis on
innovation encourages new solutions for
extending financial services to new markets.
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FirstRand together with RMH follows a practice of
aligning employee remuneration with shareholders
return. FirstRand’s division operates across a variety
of financial services activities, each with a distinct
employment and human resources pressure.
FirstRand’s remuneration policy takes account of
the diverse needs of the group and the
implementation of appropriate industry
remuneration practices in accordance with the
group’s remuneration policy. During the current
year special attention was applied to ensure
consistency between different brands in the group.

SECTION

FirstRand remuneration consists of the following:
basic salary plus benefits; and, where appropriate,
annual performance related rewards; as well as
share incentive schemes.
Remuneration is based on individual and business
unit performance. Annual remuneration reviews
encompass all three elements. All employees are
required to belong to a medical aid.
RMH follows the same structure of remuneration
packages as that of FirstRand, accept for annual
performance related rewards which the RMH
Remco does not believe to be suitable for an
investment holding company.

Employment equity
During the year human capital focused on
succession planning.
The transformation committee monitored the
progress on the implementation of the
employment equity plan 2016 adopted on
1 July 2013. The strategic objectives are to:
improve representation of people with
disabilities;
improve the representation of Africans and
women at all management levels;
develop and retain key black talent to
create future leaders at top and senior
management; and
meet and exceed the targets set out in the
Department of Labour employment equity plan.
FirstRand retained it level 2 BEE status. RMH does
not have a formal BEE rating.

Employee wellness
The group is committed to the health and safety
of employees and has implemented a plan to
ensure optimal health and safety conditions for
employees including a HIV policy.

SUPPLIERS
The group has established a set of procurement
guidelines to assist in meeting their commitment
to place business with BEE suppliers. FirstRand
has developed a centralised procurement
function, the principal objective is to improve the

1

2

B-BBEE procurement spend and leverage
efficiencies through economies of scale with
improved coordination of procurement functions.
94% (2013: 84%) of the total FirstRand spend
qualifies as BEE procurement spend.

REGULATORS
The group is subject to the independent oversight
of South African regulatory authorities. The group
representatives interact with a wide spectrum of
regulatory bodies, including the South African
Reserve Bank, the Financial Services Board and the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange. The relationship
sought is one of compliance and constructive
participation in committees with a view to ensuring
that South African industry practice remains
amongst the best in the world.

COMMUNITIES
FirstRand is committed to uplifting the societies
in which it operates through following sound
employment practices and meeting the real
needs of the communities.
FirstRand Group companies contribute 1% of its
after-tax earnings to the FirstRand Foundation,
the current fund value is a R124 million which
has been pledge for various development
interventions across South Africa. FirstRand
discloses more detailed on its various programmes
and the outcome of these programmes in the
FirstRand annual report, readers are referred to
www.firstrand.co.za.
RMH through its 33.9% investment therefore
indirectly contributed R63 million of FirstRand’s
after tax returns to the FirstRand Foundation.
RMH therefore currently does not have its own
CSI programme.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
FirstRand’s direct environmental impact is
primarily as the result of energy consumption. In
2012 FirstRand set carbon reduction targets in
line with South Africa’s COP 17 commitment.
FirstRand reduced its carbon emissions by a
further 1% in the current year.
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DIRECTORATE
Gerrit Thomas
Ferreira (66)

Hermanus Lambertus
Bosman (45)

Johan Petrus Burger
(55)

Peter Cooper (58)

Non-executive chairman

Chief executive officer

Non-executive

BCom, Hons B (B&A), MBA

BCom (Law), LLB, LLM, CFA

BCom (Hons), CA(SA)

BCom (Hons), CA(SA),
HDipTax

APPOINTED: November 1987/
GT Ferreira has been involved
in the financial services sector
since graduating from the
University of Stellenbosch.
He started his career at the
Bank of Johannesburg in 1972
and was a co-founder of Rand
Consolidated Investments
(“RCI”) in 1977. RCI acquired
control of Rand Merchant
Bank (“RMB”) in 1985 and
he was managing director
of RMB from 1985 to 1988,
after which he was elected
as executive chairman. When
RMH was founded in 1987
he was appointed chairman,
a position which he still holds.
Following the formation of
FirstRand he was appointed
non-executive chairman
from 1998 to 2008. He is a
trustee of the University of
Stellenbosch 200 Trust and
a member of the University’s
investment committee

APPOINTED: April 2014/
Herman Bosman holds an LLM
degree from the University
of Johannesburg and is a
Chartered Financial Analyst.
He served as chief executive of
Deutsche Bank South Africa
from 2006 to 2013. Prior to
that he was in the employ
of Rand Merchant Bank for
twelve years and ultimately
headed up its corporate
finance practice between 2000
and 2006.

APPOINTED: June 2014/
Mr Burger graduated from
Rand Afrikaans University
in 1983 and qualified as
a chartered accountant
after serving articles at
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
He joined Rand Merchant Bank
in 1986 and was appointed
as financial director in 1995.
Following the formation of
FirstRand Limited in 1998,
he was appointed financial
director of the Banking Group
and in 2002 was appointed
CFO of the FirstRand Group.
In addition to his role as group
CFO, Johan was appointed
group COO as well as
financial director, a position
he relinquished in January
2014 after being appointed
deputy chief executive officer
in October 2013.

Other listed directorships:
Discovery Limited
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited

Committee memberships:
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee
Nominations committee
Other listed directorships:
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited – chairman
Remgro Limited – lead
independent director
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Committee memberships:
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee
Other listed directorships:
FirstRand Limited
MMI Holdings Limited
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited

Non-executive

APPOINTED: September
2014/Peter Cooper graduated
from the University of Cape
Town. After qualifying as
a chartered accountant
he worked in the financial
services sector, first as a
tax consultant and later
specialising in structured
finance with UAL Merchant
Bank. He joined RMB’s Special
Projects division in 1992 and
transferred to RMB Holdings
in 1997. He was appointed
as executive director in 1999
and retired as chief executive
officer and financial director in
September 2014 whereupon
he joined the board as a nonexecutive director.
Committee memberships:
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee
Other listed directorships
FirstRand Limited – alternate
director
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited

SECTION

Leon Crouse (61)
Non-executive
CA(SA)

Jan Willem Dreyer (63)

Jan Jonathan
Durand (47)

Non-executive

Independent non-executive
BCom, LLB, HDip Co Law,
HDipTax

Alternate non-executive
BAcc (Hons), MPhil, CA (SA)

APPOINTED: October 1987/
Jan Dreyer is a graduate
of Stellenbosch University
and the University of the
Witwatersrand. He joined
Edward Nathan Friedland
Mansell & Lewis where he
was admitted as an attorney
in 1975. Thereafter he joined
Hofmeyr, Van der Merwe
and Botha as a commercial
lawyer. He was admitted as
a partner in 1978 and was
chairman of the firm from
1993 until 1999. In 2000 Jan
left the legal profession to
join the Rembrandt Group as
an executive director. Upon
the split of that company
into Remgro and Venfin,
he became a non-executive
director of each of the
two companies. He was
re-appointed as an executive
director of Remgro during
November 2008. He joined
the board of RMB in 1984 and
joined the board of RMH upon
its formation.

APPOINTED: September
2012/Jannie Durand is a
qualified chartered accountant
and Rhodes Scholar, with
a BAcc (Hons) from the
University of Stellenbosch
and an MPhil in management
studies from Oxford University.
He is the chief executive
officer of Remgro Limited
and before its delisting he
was the financial director
and chief executive officer of
Venfin Limited. He has been
a director of Remgro Limited
since November 2009 and
served as a non-executive
director of Alexander Forbes
Limited from October 2004 to
July 2007.

In 1993, as a Rembrandt
appointee, he returned to
South Africa to become
a founder member of the
Vodacom Group executive
team and thereafter serving
as its chief financial officer.
Rembrandt, at the time, held a
15% interest in Vodacom. He
joined Remgro in April 2008
as designate Director: Group
Finance and was appointed to
the board on 18 June 2008.

APPOINTED: November 1987/
Laurie Dippenaar graduated
from Pretoria University,
qualified as a chartered
accountant with Aiken &
Carter (now KPMG) and spent
three years with the Industrial
Development Corporation
before becoming a co-founder
of RCI in 1977. He became
an executive director of RMB
in 1985. He was appointed
managing director of RMB in
1988, a position he held until
1992 when RMH acquired
a controlling interest in
Momentum. He served as
executive chairman of that
company from 1992 until
the formation of FirstRand
in 1998. He was appointed
as the first chief executive
of FirstRand and held this
position until the end of 2005
when he assumed a nonexecutive role. He was elected
to the position of chairman
of FirstRand in November
2008 and chairman of MMI
Holdings from December 2010
to November 2011.

Committee memberships:
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee

Committee memberships:
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee

Other listed directorships
Distell Group Limited
FirstRand Limited
Grindrod Limited
Mediclinic International Limited
MMI Holdings Limited
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited – alternate
Remgro Limited

Other listed directorships:
FirstRand Limited – chairman
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited

He joined the former
Rembrandt Group in 1986 and
transferred to Switzerland to
hold the position of financial
controller of Compagnie
Financiére Richemont AG.
He was part of the team that
unbundled the luxury goods
business from the Rembrandt
Group to form the separately
listed Richemont.

2

Lauritz Lanser
Dippenaar (65)
MCom, CA(SA)

APPOINTED: May 2011/
Leon Crouse studied at the
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
University in Port Elizabeth
and qualified as a chartered
accountant in 1977.

1

Committee memberships
Audit and risk
committee – chairman
Social, ethics and
transformation committee
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee

Committee memberships:
Remuneration committee –
chairman
Other listed directorships:
Discovery Limited
Distell Group Limited
FirstRand Limited
Mediclinic International
Limited
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited
RCL Foods Limited
Remgro Limited

Other listed directorships
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited
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Patrick Maguire
Goss (66)

Paul Kenneth Harris
(64)

Albertina Kekana
(41)

Mafison Murphy
Morobe (57)

Lead independent nonexecutive

Non-executive

Non-executive

Independent non-executive

MCom

BCom (Hons), CA (SA),
Post-graduate diploma in
Accounting, Advanced
Management Programme
– Harvard University

Diploma in Project
Management, MCEFPrinceton ’91

BEcon (Hons), BAccSc
(Hons), CA(SA)
APPOINTED: November 1987/
Pat Goss graduated from the
University of Stellenbosch.
He qualified as a chartered
accountant with Ernst and
Young and then joined
the Industrial Development
Corporation. He has served
as a director on various group
companies for the past 30
years. A former chairman
of the Natal Parks Board,
his family interests include
Umngazi River Bungalows and
other conservation related
activities.
Committee memberships:
Audit and risk committee
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee
Nominations committee –
chairman
Remuneration committee
Other listed directorships:
FirstRand Limited
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited

APPOINTED: July 1992/Paul
Harris graduated from the
University of Stellenbosch
and joined the Industrial
Development Corporation.
He was a co-founder of RCI
in 1977 and he became an
executive director of the RMB
in 1985. He spent four years
in Australia where he founded
Australian Gilt Securities (later
to become RMB Australia)
and returned to South Africa
in 1991 as deputy managing
director of RMB. In 1992 he
took over as chief executive
officer. Subsequent to the
formation of FirstRand, he was
appointed as chief executive
officer of FirstRand Bank
Holdings in 1999, a position
he held until December 2005
when he was appointed as
chief executive officer of
FirstRand. He retired from his
executive position at the end
of December 2009.
Committee memberships:
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee
Other listed directorships:
FirstRand Limited
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited
Remgro Limited
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APPOINTED: February 2013/
Albertina Kekana is the current
CEO of Royal Bafokeng
Holdings. She has extensive
asset management, investment
banking and business
leadership experience. She
was previously the COO of the
Public Investment Corporation.
Committee memberships:
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee
Nominations committee
Other listed directorships:
Impala Platinum Holdings
Limited
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited (alternate)

APPOINTED: August 2014/
Mr Murphy Morobe has a
career spanning more than 30
years covering inter alia the
worlds of student activism,
trade unionism, the public
sector, politics, environment
and conservation. A past CEO
of Kagiso Media Limited, he
is National Director of the
Programme to Improve Learner
Outcomes and continues to
be involved in various social
causes relating to youth
development, environment
and conservation.
Committee memberships
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee
Nominations committee
Other listed directorships
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited
Remgro Limited

SECTION

Per-Erik Lagerström
(50)

Obakeng Phetwe
(36)

Independent non-executive

Alternate non-executive

BSc (Accounting), MSc
(Economics) (London
School of Economics)

BCom (Hons), CA(SA)

APPOINTED: June 2014/
Mr P Lagerström is the
co-founder of the Energos
Group, a specialist in big data
solutions for human capital.
Previously, he was a partner at
McKinsey & Company where
he headed up the Financial
Services Sector and the
Organisation Practice.
Committee memberships:
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee
Nomination committee

APPOINTED: February 2013/
Obakeng Phetwe is a
chartered accountant and
completed his articles with
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Incorporated. Currently
he is the CEO of the Royal
Bafokeng Nation Development
Trust, which holds all the
commercial assets on behalf of
the Royal Bafokeng Nation. He
serves on the board of Royal
Bafokeng Holdings Proprietary
Limited and was appointed
to the board of Impala
Platinum Limited. Mr Phetwe
has also held the position of
finance manager for the Royal
Bafokeng Administration and
was a senior audit manager
at Mokua and Associates
Chartered Accountants,
a company subsequently
acquired by PwC.
Other listed directorships
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited

1

Sonja Emilia
Ncumisa Sebotsa
(42)

Khehla Cleopas
Shubane (58)

Independent non-executive

BA (Hons), MBA

LLB (Hons) LSE, MA (McGill),
SFA (UK), Executive
Leadership Programme
(Havard University)
APPOINTED: February 2008/
Ms Sebotsa is a principal
partner of Identity Partners, an
investment firm which holds
equity investments, carries out
advisory work and facilitates
finance for SME’s by the
Identity Development Fund.
Sonja’s areas of study were in
law, business and economics.
She had been an executive
director of WDB Investment
Holdings where she led
the structuring of WDB’s
participation in the FirstRand
BEE transaction. As a result, she
served as WDB’s representative
on the FirstRand board. She
was previously a vice president
in the investment banking
division of Deutsche Bank, in
Mergers & Acquisitions and
Corporate Finance.
Committee memberships:
Audit and risk committee
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee
Social, ethics and
transformation committee –
chairperson
Remuneration committee

2

Independent non-executive

APPOINTED: November 1993/
Khehla Shubane graduated
at the University of the
Witwatersrand. Prior to this he
was a student at the University
of the North where his studies
were terminated following his
arrest for political activities,
conviction and sentence
which he served on Robben
Island. Upon his release he
was employed at Liberty Life
for a short time. He served on
various political organisations
until joining the Centre for
Policy Studies in 1988. He is an
author and has co-authored
several political publications
and is a member of the
board of the Centre for Policy
Studies.
Committee memberships:
Directors’ affairs and
governance committee
Other listed directorships
MMI Holdings Limited
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited

Other listed directorships:
Aquarius Platinum Limited –
chairperson
Discovery Limited
Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited
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DIRECTORS’ EMOLUMENTS AND PARTICIPATION
IN INCENTIVE SCHEMES
Directors’ emoluments and participation in incentive schemes are disclosed below. Increases are
determined in accordance with the remuneration policy.

R’000
Executive and
prescribed officer
P Cooper
HL Bosman
Recovered from RMI Holdings (“RMI”)
Net emoluments from RMH
Non-executive
GT Ferreira
JP Burger (Appointed
30 June 2014)
L Crouse
NDJ Carroll (Resigned
31 October 2012)
LL Dippenaar
JW Dreyer
JJ Durand (Resigned
30 June 2014)
PM Goss
PK Harris
A Kekana
P Lagerström (Appointed
30 June 2014)
SEN Sebotsa
KC Shubane
TOTAL

Services
as
director

Cash
packages

–
34
–

7 522
–
(4 513)

34

Other
benefits

Total
2014

Total
2013

1 543
–
(926)

9 065
34
(5 439)

8 500
–
(5 454)

3 009

617

3 660

3 046

287

–

–

287

236

–
132

–
–

–
–

–
132

–
124

–
132
205

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
132
205

50
124
186

132
165
132
132

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

132
165
132
132

99
145
124
51

–
172
132

–
–
–

–
–
–

–
172
132

–
155
124

1 655

3 009

617

5 281

4 464

Notes:
1. ”Other benefits” comprise provident fund, pension fund and medical aid contributions. The pension and provident fund
contribution amounted to R 1 423 (2013: R 1 229) thousand.
2. Directors fees for serviced rendered by Messrs Crouse, and Durand were paid to the Remgro group.
3. Directors fees for serviced rendered by Ms Kekana were paid to Royal Bafokeng Holdings (Pty) Limited.
3. Directors fees for serviced rendered by Mr Bosman were paid to Rand Merchant Insurance Holdings Limited.
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SECTION

1

2

DIRECTORS’ EMOLUMENTS PAID BY ASSOCIATE
Total
2014

Total
2013

Non-executive
JP Burger1
L Crouse2
LL Dippenaar
JJ Durand1
PM Goss
PK Harris

26 670
985
3 991
631
941
505

–
893
3 608
535
799
475

TOTAL

33 723

6 310

R’000

Notes:
1. Mr JP Burger was appointed as a non-executive director effective 30 June 2014. This amount includes his total earnings for
the year from FirstRand as a executive director.
2. Director fees for serviced rendered by Messrs Crouse and Durand were paid to the Remgro group.
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RMH share appreciation rights

P Cooper

HL Bosman

Share

Strike
price
(cents)

RMH
RMI
RMH
RMH
RMH
RMH
RMH
RMH
RMH
RMH
RMH
RMH

3 438
†
2 649
3 582
3 582
3 582
4 341
4 341
4 341
4 781
4 781
4 781

Exercise
date

Opening
balance
1 July
2013

14/09/2013
14/09/2013
14/09/2014
14/09/2015
14/09/2016
14/09/2017
14/09/2016
14/09/2017
14/09/2018
02/04/2017
02/04/2018
02/04/2019

300
300
217
275
275
275
–
–
–
–
–
–

Issued
000’s

Forfeited
000’s

Exercised
000’s

Closing
balance
30 June
2014

Benefit
derived
R000

–
–
–
–
–
–
73
73
72
126
126
126

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

(300)
(300)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
217
275
275
275
73
73
72
126
126
126

3 936
8 295
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

† These shares were obtained as a direct results of the group restructure which occurred in 2011. The strike price
was not adjusted it was agreed that Mr Cooper would receive both the RMH and RMI share.

Deferred bonus plan
P Cooper

RMH
RMH

††
††

14/09/2013
14/09/2014

23
22

–
–

†† No strike price is associated with the award made under the deferred bonus plan.
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–
–

(23)
–

–
22

1 052
–

SECTION

1

2

DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS IN ORDINARY SHARES OF RMH
According to the register of directors’ interests maintained by the company in accordance with section
30(4)(d) of the Companies Act, directors have disclosed the following interest in the ordinary shares of
RMH at 30 June:
Since the end of the financial year to the date of this report, the interest of directors remained unchanged.

000
Executive
P Cooper
HL Bosman
Non-executive
GT Ferreira
JP Burger
(Appointed 30 June 2014)
L Crouse
LL Dippenaar
JW Dreyer
JJ Durand
(Resigned 30 June 2014)
PM Goss
PK Harris
A Kekana
P Lagerström
(Appointed 30 June 2014)
SEN Sebotsa
KC Shubane
O Phetwe (alternate)
TOTAL

Direct
beneficial

Indirect
Held by
beneficial associates

Total
2014

%

Total
2013

728
–

–
–

3 061
–

3 789
–

0.27
–

3 765
–

–

149

39 889

40 038

2.84

40 554

–
–
–
1

1 234
–
75 096
–

–
–
233
–

1 234
–
75 329
1

0.09
–
5.34
–

–
–
75 846
1

–
–
–
–

–
11 985
11 990
–

–
–
–
–

–
11 985
11 990
–

–
0.85
0.85
–

–
11 985
13 897
–

–
–
3
–

–
–
3
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
6
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
6
–

732

100 457

43 183

144 372

10.24

146 054
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BOARD
The board met four times during the year and attendance was as follows:

GT Ferreira – Chair
P Cooper
HL Bosman (appointed 2 April 2014)
JP Burger (appointed 30 June 2014)
L Crouse
LL Dippenaar
JW Dreyer
JJ Durand (Resigned 30 June 2014)
PM Goss
PK Harris
A Kekana
P Lagerström (appointed 30 June 2014)
SEN Sebotsa
KC Shubane
ü

Attended meeting.

September
2013
ü
ü
–
–
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
–
ü
ü

November
2013
ü
ü
–
–
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
A
ü
–
ü
ü

March
2014
ü
ü
–
–
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
–
ü
ü

June
2014
ü
ü
ü
–
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
–
ü
ü

A – Apologies tendered and accepted.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
The remuneration committee met in August 2014.

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
The audit and risk committee met twice during the year and attendance was as follows:
September
2013
ü
A
ü

JW Dreyer – Chair
PM Goss
SEN Sebotsa
ü

Attended meeting.

March
2014
ü
A
ü

A – Apologies tendered and accepted.

SOCIAL, ETHICS AND TRANSFORMATION COMMITTEE
The social, ethics and transformation committee met twice during the year and attendance was as follows:
March
2014
ü
ü
A

SEN Sebotsa (chair)
JW Dreyer
PM Goss
ü

Attended meeting.

June
2014
ü
ü

A

A – Apologies tendered and accepted.

DIRECTORS’ AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Since all non-executive directors are members of this committee, matters relating to the charter of this
committee are dealt with as an integral part of the normal proceedings of the quarterly board meetings.
When these issues are discussed, the chief executive officer usually excuses himself from the meeting.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
All the directors except for Mr PK Harris attended the annual general meeting of the shareholders held
on 22 November 2013.
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These financial statements have been audited in terms of the Companies
Act (71 of 2008).
Peter Cooper CA(SA) supervised the preparation of the financial statements
for the year.
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Directors’ responsibility statement

TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF RMB HOLDINGS LIMITED
The directors of RMB Holdings Limited are
required by the Companies Act (Act 71 of 2008)
to prepare group and separate annual financial
statements. In discharging this responsibility, the
directors rely on management to prepare the
group and separate annual financial statements
in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (“IFRS”), the SAICA
Financial Reporting Guides as issued by the
Accounting Practices committee and Financial
Reporting Pronouncements as issued by Financial
Reporting Standards Council and for keeping
adequate accounting records in accordance with
the group’s system of internal control. As such,
the annual financial statements include amounts
based on judgements and estimates made by
management.
In preparing the annual financial statements,
suitable accounting policies have been applied
and reasonable estimates have been made by
management. The directors approve changes to
accounting policies required by new and revised
IFRS as described in accounting policy note 1.
The accounting policies have been consistently
applied for all years represented. The annual
financial statements incorporate full and
appropriate disclosure in line with the group’s
philosophy on corporate governance.
The directors are responsible for the group’s
system of internal control. To enable the directors
to meet these responsibilities, the directors set
the standards for internal control to reduce the
risk of error or loss in a cost effective manner.
The standards include the appropriate delegation
of responsibilities within a clearly defined
framework, effective accounting procedures and
adequate segregation of duties to ensure an
acceptable level of risk. The focus of risk
management in the group is on identifying,
assessing, managing and monitoring all known
forms of risk across the group.
Based on the information and explanations given
by management and the internal auditors,
nothing has come to the attention of the directors
to indicate that the internal controls are
inadequate and that the financial records may not
be relied on in preparing the group and separate
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annual financial statements in accordance with
IFRS and maintaining accountability for the
group’s assets and liabilities. Nothing has come to
the attention of the directors to indicate any
breakdown in the functioning of internal controls,
resulting in a material loss to the group, during
the year and up to the date of this report. Based
on the effective internal controls implemented by
management, the directors are satisfied that the
group and separate annual financial statements
fairly present the state of affairs of the group and
company, at the end of the financial year and the
net income and cash flows for the year. Peter
Cooper CA (SA) supervised the preparation of the
financial statements for the year.
The directors have reviewed the group and
company’s budget and flow of funds forecast
and considered the group and company’s ability
to continue as a going concern in the light of
current and anticipated economic conditions.
The directors have reviewed the assumptions
underlying these budgets and forecasts based on
currently available information. On the basis
of this review and in the light of the current
financial position and profitable trading history,
the directors are satisfied that the group has
adequate resources to continue in business for
the foreseeable future. The going concern basis
therefore continues to apply and has been
adopted in the preparation of the annual
financial statements.
It is the responsibility of the group’s independent
external auditor, PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc, to
give an opinion on the fair presentation of the
annual financial statements. Their unqualified
report appears on page 46.
The group and separate annual financial statements,
which appear on pages 47 to 111 were approved
by the board of directors on 10 September 2014
and are signed on its behalf by:

GT FERREIRA
Chairman

HL BOSMAN
Chief executive officer
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Declaration by the company secretary

Declaration by the company secretary in respect of section 88(2)(e) of the
Companies Act
I declare that, to the best of my knowledge, the company has lodged with the Registrar of Companies all such
returns as are required of a public company in terms of the Companies Act and that all such returns are true,
correct and up to date.

EJ MARAIS
Company secretary
10 September 2014

Audit and risk committee report

The audit and risk committee has pleasure in
submitting this report, as required in terms of the
Companies Act of South Africa (“Companies
Act”). The audit and risk committee is an
independent statutory committee and consists of
three non-executive directors who act
independently as described in section 94 of the
Companies Act. Its members comprise the
chairman, Mr JW Dreyer (BCom, LLB, HDip
Co Law, HDipTax), Mr PM Goss (BEcon (Hons),
BAccSc (Hons), CA (SA)) and Ms SEN Sebotsa
(LLB (Hons) LSE, MA (McGill), SFA(UK), Executive
Leadership Programme (Harvard University).
During the year under review, two meetings
were held. At the meetings, the members
fulfilled all their functions as prescribed by the
Companies Act, JSE Listings Requirements and
its charter as approved by the board. A
detailed list of the functions of the audit and
risk committee is contained in the corporate
governance report. The audit and risk committee
has satisfied itself that the auditors are

independent of the company and are thereby
able to conduct their audit functions without
any undue influence from the company. The
audit and risk committee has reviewed the
performance, appropriateness and expertise of
the financial director, Mr P Cooper, for the period
1 July 2013 to 10 September 2014, and the
company secretary, Ms EJ Marais, and confirms
that they are suitable as chief financial officer and
company secretary respectively in term of the JSE
Listings Requirements. Mr HL Bosman replaced
Mr Cooper effective 10 September 2014 as
financial director after the audit and risk
committee approved his appointment after
consideration of his expertise as financial director.

JW DREYER
Chairman of Audit and Risk committee
10 September 2014
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Independent auditor’s report

TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF
RMB HOLDINGS LIMITED
We have audited the consolidated and separate
annual financial statements of RMB Holdings
Limited, set out on pages 50 to 111, which
comprise the statements of financial position as
at 30 June 2014, income statement, and the
statements of comprehensive income, statements
of changes in equity and statements of cash
flows for the year then ended, and the notes,
comprising a summary of significant accounting
policies and other explanatory information.

DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY
FOR THE ANNUAL
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The company’s directors are responsible for the
preparation and fair presentation of these
consolidated and separate annual financial
statements in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements
of the Companies Act of South Africa, and for
such internal control as the directors determine is
necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated
and separate annual financial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error.

AUDITOR’S RESPONSIBILITY
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
consolidated and separate annual financial
statements based on our audit. We conducted
our audit in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing. Those standards require
that we comply with ethical requirements and
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the consolidated and
separate annual financial statements are free from
material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain
audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures
in the annual financial statements. The
procedures selected depend on the auditor’s
judgement, including the assessment of the risks
of material misstatement of the annual financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In
making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers internal control relevant to the entity’s
preparation and fair presentation of the annual
financial statements in order to design audit
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procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
entity’s internal control. An audit also includes
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall presentation of the annual
financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide
a basis for our audit opinion.

OPINION
In our opinion, the consolidated and separate
annual financial statements present fairly, in all
material respects, the consolidated and separate
financial position of RMB Holdings Limited as at
30 June 2014, and its consolidated and separate
financial performance and its consolidated and
separate cash flows for the year then ended in
accordance with the International Financial
Reporting Standards and the requirements of the
Companies Act of South Africa.

OTHER REPORTS REQUIRED
BY THE COMPANIES ACT
As part of our audit of the consolidated and
separate annual financial statements for the year
ended 30 June 2014, we have read the directors’
report, the audit and risk committee’s report and
the company secretary’s certificate for the purpose
of identifying whether there are material
inconsistencies between these reports and the
audited consolidated and separate annual financial
statements. These reports are the responsibility of
the respective preparers. Based on reading these
reports we have not identified material
inconsistencies between these reports and the
audited consolidated and separate annual financial
statements. However, we have not audited these
reports and accordingly do not express an opinion
on these reports.

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS INC.
Director: Francois Prinsloo
Registered Auditor
Sandton
10 September 2014
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Directors’ report

NATURE OF BUSINESS

SHAREHOLDER ANALYSIS

RMH’s primary interest is its 33.9% investment in
FirstRand, one of South Africa’s pre-eminent
banking groups.

Based on information disclosed by STRATE and
investigations conducted on behalf of the
company, the following shareholders have an
interest of 5% or more in the issued ordinary
share capital of the company:

Further details regarding the investment are provided in note 6 of the annual financial statements.

SHARE CAPITAL
Details of the company’s authorised share capital
as at 30 June 2014 are shown in note 7 to the
company’s annual financial statements.

Ordinary shares
There was no change in the authorised ordinary
share capital during the year and no ordinary
shares were issued during the year.
At the annual general meeting of the shareholders
of the company, held on 22 November 2013, a
special resolution was passed authorising the
board of the company or the board of a
subsidiary of the company to approve the
purchase of shares in RMH during the period up
to and including the date of the following annual
general meeting. The repurchase is limited in any
one financial year to a cumulative maximum of
15% of the company’s issued share capital. This
resolution is subject to the provisions of the
Companies’ Act and the JSE Listing requirements.

Preference shares
There was no change in the authorised preference
share capital.

%
Financial Securities
Limited (“Remgro”)
Public Investment
Corporation
LL Dippenaar
Royal Bafokeng
Holdings (Pty) Limited

2014

2013

28

28

12
5

13
5

15

15

GROUP RESULTS
A general review of the financial results of the
group and the operations of its major investments
is provided in the chief executive report and
review of operations.

DIVIDENDS
The following ordinary dividends were declared
by RMH during the year under review:
An interim gross dividend for the six month
period ended 31 December 2013 of
100.0 cents (2013: 66.0 cents) per ordinary
share, declared on 5 March 2014 and paid
on 31 March 2014.
A final gross dividend for the year ended
30 June 2014 of 127.5 cents (2013:
104.5 cents) per ordinary share, declared
on 10 September 2014, payable
on 13 October 2014.
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The last day to trade in RMH shares on a cumdividend basis in respect of the final dividend
will be Friday, 3 October 2014, while the first day to
trade ex-dividend will be Monday, 6 October 2014.
The record date will be Friday, 10 October 2014
and the payment date Monday, 13 October 2014.
No dematerialisation or rematerialisation of
shares may be done during the period Monday,
6 October 2014 to Friday, 10 October 2014, both
days inclusive.

DIRECTORATE
The directorate consists of:
Name
GT Ferreira
(Chairman)
HL Bosman (CEO)
JP Burger
P Cooper
L Crouse
Mr JJ Durand
LL Dippenaar
JW Dreyer
PM Goss
PK Harris
A Kekana
P Lagerström
MM Morobe
SEN Sebotsa
KC Shubane
Alternate
directors:
JJ Durand

Date

DIRECTORS’ EMOLUMENTS
AND PARTICIPATION
IN INCENTIVE SCHEMES
Directors’ emoluments and participation
in incentive schemes are disclosed on pages
38 to 40.

DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS IN
ORDINARY SHARES OF RMH
According to the register of directors’ interests
maintained by the company in accordance with
section 30(4)(d) of the Companies Act, are
disclosed on page 41.
Since the end of the financial year to the date of
this report, the interest of directors remained
unchanged.

Appointed 2 April 2014
Appointed 30 June 2014
Resigned as CEO
10 September 2014

DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS IN
RMH

Resigned 30 June 2014

Directors’ interests in contracts

Appointed 30 June 2014
Appointed 1 August 2014

Resigned as director
30 June 2014 remained
as alternate director

O Phetwe
Changes:
Mr JJ Durand resigned as director on 30 June
2014, however he remained as alternate
director for Mr L Crouse. Messrs JP Burger
and P Lagerström were appointed as directors
effective 30 June 2014. Mr MM Morobe was
appointed as a director effective 1 August 2014.
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During the financial year no contracts were entered
into in which directors or officers of the company
had an interest and which significantly affected
the business of the group. The directors had no
interest in any third party or company responsible
for managing any of the business activities of
the group except to the extent that they are
shareholders in RMH as disclosed in this report.
Arm’s length banking and assurance transactions
entered into by the company’s directors with
the group’s associates are disclosed in note 20.

INFORMATION ABOUT
DIRECTORS’ SERVICE
CONTRACTS
All eligible, non-executive directors are elected
for a period of three years. All executives and
prescribed officers have a notice period of a
month. Directors and prescribed officers are not
entitled to additional compensation in the event
of being removed from office.

SECTION

1

2

INSURANCE
RMH has appropriate insurance cover against
crime risks as well as professional indemnity.

COMPANY SECRETARY AND
REGISTERED OFFICES
Ms EJ Marais is the company secretary. The
address of the company secretary is that of the
company’s registered office. The company’s
registered office is at:
3rd Floor, 2 Merchant Place, corner Fredman
Drive and Rivonia Road, Sandton, 2196.

SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS
A full list of the special resolutions passed by the
company during the year will be made available
to shareholders on request.

EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO
REPORTING DATE
Other than the final dividend declaration and the
restructure of the current preference share facility
described below there are no other material facts
or circumstances that have occurred between the
accounting date and the date of this report. On
21 August 2014 the preference share facility was
restructured and the new rate negotiated was
7.09% per annum. The dividend payment terms
and redemption date were not changed and in
return RMH made a hedge break gain which
delivered a positive return over the remainder of
the preference share albeit at the higher interest
rate.
The company and group annual financial
statements were approved and signed by the
chairman and chief executive officer on
10 September 2014 having been duly authorised
to do so by the board of directors.
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Statement of financial position
as at 30 June
G RO U P
R million

Notes

2014

1
2
3
4
5
6

14
6
178
20
–
33 348

12
53
52
11
1
30 243

33 566

C O M P AN Y
2014

2013

17
2
32
–
1
26 862

14
6
178
20
–
11 732

12
53
52
11
1
11 732

30 372

26 914

11 950

11 861

8 819
23 401

8 822
20 249

8 771
16 764

8 825
1 779

8 825
1 735

32 220

29 071

25 535

10 604

10 560

1 272
17
9
2
46

1 234
9
2
2
54

1 305
–
4
7
63

1 272
17
9
2
46

1 234
9
2
2
54

1 346

1 301

1 379

1 346

1 301

33 566

30 372

26 914

11 950

11 861

2013*

2012*

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Loans and receivables
Investment securities
Derivative financial instruments
Property and equipment
Investment in associate
TOTAL ASSETS

Equity
Capital and reserves attributable to
the company’s equityholders
Share capital and premium
Reserves

7
8

TOTAL EQUITY

Liabilities
Financial liabilities
Derivative financial instruments
Long-term liabilities
Provisions
Trade and other payables
TOTAL LIABILITIES
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

9
4
10
11
12

* Restated – refer to restatement of prior year numbers note 18 of the accounting policy note.
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Income statement
for the year ended 30 June
GROUP

C O M P AN Y

Notes

2014

2014

2013

6
13
14

6 426
15
4
18

5 154
13
3
7

–
15
3 024
18

–
13
2 166
7

Net income
Administration expenses

15

6 463
(40)

5 177
(41)

3 057
(40)

2 186
(41)

Income from operations
Finance costs

16

6 423
(85)

5 136
(100)

3 017
(85)

2 145
(100)

Profit before tax
Income tax expense

17

6 338
(1)

5 036
(1)

2 932
(1)

2 045
(1)

6 337

5 035

2 931

2 044

R million
Share of after-tax profit of associate company
Fee income
Investment income
Net fair value gain on financial assets

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR

2013*

Attributable to:
Equityholders of the company

6 337

5 035

2 931

2 044

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR

6 337

5 035

2 931

2 044

18
18

449.0
444.2

357.1
355.1

18
18

454.7
449.9

370.6
368.7

Earnings per share
– Basic
– Diluted
Headline earnings per share
– Basic
– Diluted

* Restated – refer to restatement of prior year numbers note 18 of the accounting policy note.
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Statement of comprehensive income
for the year ended 30 June
GROUP
R million
Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income, after tax
Items that may subsequently be
reclassified to profit or loss
Share of other comprehensive profit
of associates after tax and noncontrolling interest
Items that may not subsequently be
reclassified to profit or loss
Share of other comprehensive (loss)/profit
of associates after tax and noncontrolling interest

Notes

C O M P AN Y

2014

2013*

2014

2013

6 337

5 035

2 931

2 044

254

633

–

–

8

–

–

(29)

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR

225

641

–

–

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR

6 562

5 676

2 931

2 044

Total comprehensive income attributable to:
Equityholders of the company

6 562

5 676

2 931

2 044

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR

6 562

5 676

2 931

2 044

* Restated – refer to restatement of prior year numbers note 18 of the accounting policy note.
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Statement of changes in equity
for the year ended 30 June

R million

Equity
Share accounted
reserves
capital

Group
Balance 30 June 2012 as previously reported
Restatement (note 18 of accounting policies)

8 771
–

Balance 1 July 2012
Total comprehensive income
Dividends paid
Income of associate company retained
Share option expense-IFRS 2
Transfer relating to:
Change in effective shareholding
Reserve movements relating to associates
Movement in treasury shares

Other
reserves

Retained
earnings

Total
equity

14 048
(287)

334
–

2 669
–

25 822
(287)

8 771
–
–
–
–

13 761
641
–
2 750
–

334
–
–
–
–

2
5
(1
(2

669
035
967)
750)
–

25 535
5 676
(1 967)
–
–

–
–
51

19
–
–

–
–
–

–
(243)
–

19
(243)
51

BALANCE AS AT 30 JUNE 2013

8 822

17 171

334

2 744

29 071

Balance as at 1 July 2013
Total comprehensive income
Dividends paid
Income of associate company retained
Transfer relating to:
Change in effective shareholding
Reserve movements relating to associates
Movement in treasury shares

8 822
–
–
–

17 171
225
–
2 904

334
–
–
–

BALANCE AS AT 30 JUNE 2014

8 819

–
–
(3)

(21)
–
–
20 279

–
–
–
334

2
6
(2
(2

744
337
887)
904)

29 071
6 562
(2 887)
–

–
(502)
–

(21)
(502)
(3)

2 788

32 220
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Statement of changes in equity
for the year ended 30 June

R million

Equity
Share accounted
reserves
capital

Other
reserves

Retained
earnings

Total
equity

Company
Balance 1 July 2012
Total comprehensive income
Dividends paid
Movement in treasury shares

14
–
–
–

8 778
–
–
33

334
–
–
–

1 326
2 044
(1 969)
–

10 452
2 044
(1 969)
33

BALANCE AS AT 30 JUNE 2013

14

8 811

334

1 401

10 560

Balance 1 July 2013
Total comprehensive income
Dividends paid

14
–
–

8 811
–
–

334
–
–

1 401
2 931
(2 887)

10 560
2 931
(2 887)

BALANCE AS AT 30 JUNE 2014

14

8 811

334

1 445

10 604
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Statement of cash flows
for the year ended 30 June
GROUP
R million
Cash flow from operating activities
Cash generated from operations
Income tax paid
NET CASH GENERATED FROM
OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Notes
A

C O M P AN Y

2014

2013

2014

2013

3 008
(1)

2 122
(2)

3 008
(1)

2 124
(2)

3 007

2 120

3 007

2 122

Cash flow from investing activities
Additions of investments

–

(16)

–

(16)

NET CASH USED IN
INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES

–

(16)

–

(16)

Cash flow from financing activities
Treasury shares sold
Amount of borrowings withdrawn
Cost of funding
Dividends paid on preference share in issue
Dividends paid to equityholders

–
(33)
(1)
(84)
(2 887)

33
(31)
(6)
(138)
(1 967)

–
(33)
(1)
(84)
(2 887)

33
(31)
(6)
(138)
(1 969)

NET CASH OUTFLOW IN FINANCING ACTIVITIES

(3 005)

(2 109)

(3 005)

(2 111)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and
cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning
of the year

2

(5)

2

(5)

12

17

12

17

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
AT THE END OF THE YEAR

14

12

14

12
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Notes to the statement of cash flows
for the year ended 30 June
GROUP
R million
A.

2014

2013

2014

2013

6 338

5 036

2 932

2 045

(11)
(3 406)
1
16
–
1

–
(2 993)
–
17
1
6

(11)
–
1
16
–
1

–
–
–
17
1
6

84
(18)

94
(6)

84
(18)

94
(6)

4
(1)

(5)
(28)

4
(1)

(5)
(28)

Cash flows from operating
activities
Reconciliation of profit before tax to
cash generated from operations
Profit before tax :
Adjusted for:
Provision released
Equity accounted earnings
Depreciation
Share option expense – IFRS 2
Accruals
Funding costs
Dividends accrued on preference shares
in issue
Fair value adjustment
Changes in working capital
– Current receivables and prepayments
– Current payables and provisions
CASH GENERATED FROM OPERATIONS

3 008
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C O M P AN Y

2 122

3 008

2 124
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Accounting policies

The group adopts the following accounting policies in preparing its company and group and separate annual
financial statements. In the current year the group has applied a number of new and revised IFRS issued
by the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”) that are mandatorily effective for accounting
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2013. Except for the changes to accounting policies required by
these new and revised IFRS as described in accounting policy 1, the policies have been consistently applied
to all the years presented.

1.

BASIS OF PREPARATION
RMH is an investment holding company. Its primary investment currently is it 33.9% stake in FirstRand.
FirstRand is a listed entity on the JSE. Readers are referred to the FirstRand website www.firstrand.co.za
for their detailed accounting policies.
RMH’s company and group annual financial statements are prepared in accordance with IFRS, the
requirements of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 and the Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited.
All references to the group results refer to that of RMH and its associate FirstRand. The financial
statements are prepared on a going concern basis using the historical cost basis, except for the
following material financial assets and liabilities where it adopts the fair value basis of accounting:
derivative financial instruments; and
investment securities–elected fair value through profit and loss.
RMH has made the following accounting elections in terms of IFRS, with reference to the detailed
accounting policy:
regular way purchases or sales of financial assets are recognised and derecognised using trade
date accounting–accounting policy note number 6.
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these group financial statements are set
out below and are consistent in all material aspects with those adopted in the previous year, except for
the adoption of certain standards or interpretations effective for the first time in the current year as
shown below:
The accounting requirements relating to defined benefit post-employment plans as set out in IAS
19 Employee Benefits as amended in June 2011. The main changes include the removal of the
corridor approach, which allowed entities the option to defer the recognition of actuarial gains
and losses on these plans. The standard also contains revisions to the calculation of the amount
included in profit or loss in respect of the return on plan assets and enhanced disclosure
requirements for defined benefit plans. Refer to the accounting policy note 12 on defined
benefit post-employment plans and accounting policy note 18 for the impact of the change in
accounting policy.
A package of five standards on consolidation, joint arrangements, associates and disclosures was
issued. These comprise IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements, IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements,
IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities, IAS 27 Separate Financial Statements (IAS 27R)
and IAS 28 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures (IAS 28R). Subsequent to the issue of
these standards, amendments to IFRS 10, IFRS 11 and IFRS 12 were issued to clarify the
transitional provisions for the first-time application of the standards. In the current year, the group
applied the requirements of the new and revised standards, together with the amendments
regarding the transitional guidance. Additional details are set out below:
– IAS 27R replaces IAS 27 Separate and Consolidated Financial Statements. The accounting and
disclosure requirements for consolidated financial statements have been removed from IAS 27
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–

–

–

–

as a result of the issue of IFRS 10 and IFRS 12, which establish new consolidation and disclosure
requirements. IAS 27R contains the accounting and disclosure requirements for investments in
subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates in separate financial statements. These amendments
are only applicable to separate financial statements and, therefore, do not have an impact on
the group’s consolidated financial statements.
IAS 28R replaces IAS 28 Investments in Associates as a result of the issue of IFRS 11 and IFRS
12. IAS 28R prescribes the accounting for investments in associates and sets out the
requirements for the application of the equity method when accounting for investments in
associates and joint ventures. IAS 28R also incorporates the guidance contained SIC 13 –
Jointly Controlled Entities – Non-Monetary Contributions by Venturers. The disclosure
requirements relating to these investments are now contained in IFRS 12. The group has always
applied the equity accounting principles in IAS 28 to both investments in associates and joint
ventures. The amendments do not impact the amounts reported in the group’s consolidated
financial statements.
IFRS 10 establishes one approach for determining consolidation of all entities based on concepts
of power, variability of returns and their linkage. The application of control will be applied
irrespective of the nature of the investee. The group has control over an investee when the
group is exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from its involvement with the investee and
has the ability to affect those returns through its power over the investee. The consolidation
principles have remained unchanged and are now incorporated as part of IFRS 10. IFRS 10
supersedes a portion of IAS 27 and SIC 12 Consolidation – Special Purpose Entities. Refer to
accounting policy note 18 for the impact of adoption on the group’s financial statements and
to accounting policy note 3 for the group’s consolidation accounting policy.
IFRS 11 supersedes IAS 31 Joint Ventures and aims to improve the accounting principles that
are applicable to all joint arrangements. The standard distinguishes between two types of
joint arrangements namely, joint operations and joint ventures. IFRS 11 places more focus on
the investors’ rights and obligations than on the legal structure of the arrangement when
determining whether a joint arrangement exists and how it should be classified. Joint operations
arise where a joint operator has rights to the assets and obligations relating to the arrangement
and hence accounts for its interest in assets, liabilities, revenue and expenses. Joint ventures
arise where the joint venturer has rights to the net assets of the arrangement and hence equity
accounts for its interest. Refer to accounting policy note 18 for the impact of adoption on the
group’s financial statements.
IFRS 12 aims to provide consistent disclosure requirements for all forms of interests in other
entities, including joint arrangements, associates, and consolidated or unconsolidated
structured entities. IFRS 12 requires disclosure of information that will enable users to evaluate
the nature of the risks associated with the interest and the effect of the interest on the
financial position, performance and cash flows of the reporting entity. This standard addresses
disclosure in the annual financial statements and does not affect recognition and measurement.

IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement was issued in order to eliminate inconsistencies in the guidance
on how to measure fair value and disclosure requirements that exist under the different IFRS
that require or permit fair value measurement. The revised measurement requirements did not
have a significant impact on the net asset value of the group for the current financial year. The
revised disclosure requirements of IFRS 13 have been incorporated in the note 25 to the annual
financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2014. The requirements of IFRS 13 are
applicable on a prospective basis and in terms of the transitional provisions no comparatives are
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required for the new disclosures. Therefore, no prior year amounts have been restated as a result
of the adoption of IFRS 13 and comparative information has not been provided in the disclosures.
The amendments to IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: Disclosure require entities to provide additional
disclosures relating to recognised financial assets and financial liabilities that are set off in
accordance with paragraph 42 of IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation. The additional
disclosures include information about the gross amounts subject to rights of set off, amounts set
off in accordance with the accounting standards and the related net credit exposure as well as
information about the rights under enforceable master netting and similar arrangements. This
amendment addresses disclosure in the annual financial statements only and does not affect the
amount of offsetting applied to financial assets and financial liabilities in the group’s statement of
financial position.
IFRIC 20 Stripping Costs in the Production Phase of a Surface Mine applies to waste removal costs
that are incurred in surface mining activity during the production phase of the mine (production
stripping costs). The interpretation falls outside the scope of the group’s operations and has no
impact on the group.
Certain amendments were issued to IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting
Standards during March 2012. The amendment, dealing with loans received from governments at
a below market rate of interest, give first-time adopters of IFRS relief from full retrospective
application of IFRS when accounting for these loans on transition. It provides the same relief to
first-time adopters as is granted to existing preparers of IFRS financial statements when applying
IAS 20 Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance. The group
is not a first-time adopter and this amendment has no impact on the group nor has it resulted in
the restatement of prior year numbers.
As part of its Annual Improvements Project, the IASB made amendments to a number of
accounting standards. The annual improvements for the 2009-2011 cycle issued in May 2012
were adopted in the current financial year. These amendments did not have a significant impact
on the group’s results nor have they resulted in the restatement of prior year numbers.
For more detail on changes in presentation in the current year refer to accounting policy note 18.
The preparation of the financial statements in conformity with IFRS necessitates the use of certain
critical accounting estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgement in the process of
applying the group’s accounting policies. Although estimates are based on management’s best
knowledge and judgements of current facts as at reporting date, the actual outcome may differ from
those estimates. The areas involving a higher degree of judgment or complexity, or areas where
assumptions and estimates are significant to the group financial statements are outlined in note 25.

2.

FUNCTIONAL AND PRESENTATION CURRENCY
The annual financial statements are presented in South African Rand, which is both the functional and
presentation currency of the company and the presentation currency of the group. All amounts are
stated in millions of Rand (R million), unless otherwise indicated.

3.

EQUITY ACCOUNTING
The group financial statements include the assets and liabilities of the holding company, the results
of operations of the holding company and the share of net assets and equity accounted earnings
of its associate.
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Accounting policies of the associate has been changed where necessary to ensure consistency with the
policies adopted by the group. The most recent audited annual financial statements of the associate
are used by the group in applying the equity method of accounting.
Associate companies: Associates are entities in which the group has significant influence, but does
not control. Significant influence is presumed to exist when the group controls between 20% and 50%
of the voting rights. The group includes the results of associates in its group financial statements using
the equity accounting method. The investment is initially recognised at cost. The group’s investment in
associates includes goodwill identified on acquisition, net of any accumulated impairment loss.
The group’s share of post-acquisition profit or loss is recognised in the income statement and its share
of post-acquisition movements in other comprehensive is recognised in other comprehensive income
with a corresponding adjustment to the carrying value of the investment.
The group determines, at each reporting date, whether there is any objective evidence that the
investment in the associate is impaired. If this is the case, the group calculates the amount of
impairment as the difference between the recoverable amount of the associate and its carrying value
and recognises the amount adjacent to share of profit and loss of associate in the income statement.
Equity accounting is discontinued from the date that the group ceases to have significant influence
over the associate or when the associate is classified as held for sale. The group measures at fair value
any investment it has retained in the entity when significant influence is lost and recognises the
resulting gain or loss in profit or loss. The gain or loss is measured as the difference between the fair
value of this retained investment and the carrying amount of the original investment at the date
significant influence is lost.
The group assesses at each reporting period whether there is objective evidence, in terms of IAS 39,
that an investment in an associate is impaired. If such evidence of impairment exists, the entire carrying
amount, including the goodwill, is tested for impairment in terms of IAS 36.
Unrealised gains on transactions between the group and its associate are eliminated to the extent of
the groups’ interest in the entity. Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides
evidence of an impairment of the asset transferred.
The group does not account for any further losses of the associate when the carrying amount of the
investment in an associate reaches zero, unless it has incurred obligations or guaranteed obligations in
favour of the entity. The group resumes equity accounting only after its share of the profits equals the
share of losses not recognised. The group increases the carrying amount of investments with its share
of the associate’s income when equity accounting is resumed.
Dilutionary effects of equity transactions by the associate company that RMH is not party to, are
accounted for against profit or loss.
Separate financial statements: In RMH’s separate financial statements the investments in the associate
company is carried at cost. Transaction costs are recognised directly in the income statement.
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REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE RECOGNITION
Interest income and expense: The group recognises interest income and expense in profit or loss for
all instruments measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. The effective interest
rate method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial asset or financial liability by
allocating the interest income or interest expense over the average expected life of financial
instruments or portfolio of instruments. Instruments with characteristics of debt, such as redeemable
preference shares, are included in financial liabilities. Dividends received or paid on these instruments
are included and accrued in interest income and expense using the effective interest method.
Fair value gains and losses: The group includes profits or losses, fair value adjustments, dividends
and interest on trading financial instruments, as well as trading related financial instruments designated
at fair value through profit or loss as fair value income in profit or loss.
Dividends: The group recognises dividends when the group’s right to receive payment is established.
This is on the last day to trade for listed shares, and on the date of declaration for unlisted shares.

5.

INCOME TAXES
Income taxes include South African and foreign jurisdiction corporate tax payable, as well as capital
gains tax.
The current income tax expense is calculated by adjusting the net profit for the year for items which
are non-taxable or disallowed. It is calculated using taxation rates that have been enacted or
substantively enacted by the reporting date, in each particular jurisdiction within which the group
operates.

6.

RECOGNITION OF ASSETS
Assets: The group recognises assets when it obtains control of a resource as a result of past events,
and from which future economic benefits are expected to flow to the entity.
Contingent assets: The group discloses a contingent asset where, as a result of past events, it is highly
likely that economic benefits will flow to the group, but will only be confirmed by the occurrence or
non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events which are not wholly within the group’s
control.

7.

RECOGNITION OF LIABILITIES, PROVISIONS AND
CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Liabilities and provisions: The group recognises liabilities, including provisions, when it has a present
legal or constructive obligation as a result of past events and it is probable that an outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate of the
amount of the obligation can be made.
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Contingent liabilities: The group discloses a contingent liability where:
it has a possible obligation arising from past events, the existence of which will be confirmed only
by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the
control of the enterprise; or
it is not probable that an outflow of resources will be required to settle an obligation; or
the amount of the obligation cannot be measured with sufficient reliability.

8.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
General
Financial instruments disclosed in the financial statements include cash and cash equivalents,
investment securities, loans and receivables, trade and other payables and borrowings. Financial
instruments are initially recognised at fair value, including transaction costs, when the group becomes
party to the contractual terms of the instruments. The transaction costs relating to the acquisition of
financial instruments held at fair value through profit or loss are expensed. Subsequent to initial
recognition, these instruments are measured as follows:
Loans and receivables and borrowings: Loans and receivables and borrowings are non-derivative
financial instruments with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market.
These instruments are carried at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method.
Financial instruments at fair value through profit or loss: These instruments, consisting of
financial instruments held-for-trading and those designated at fair value through profit or loss at
inception are carried at fair value. Realised and unrealised gains and losses arising from changes in the
fair value of these financial instruments are recognised in profit or loss in the period in which they arise.
Financial assets and liabilities are designated on initial recognition as at fair value through profit and
loss to the extent that it produces more relevant information because it either:
results in the reduction of measurement inconsistency (or accounting mismatch) that would arise
as a result of measuring assets and liabilities and the gains and losses on them on a different basis; or
is a group of financial assets and/or financial liabilities that is managed and its performance
evaluated on a fair value basis, in accordance with a documented risk management or investment
strategy, and this is the basis on which information about the assets and/or liabilities is provided
internally to the entity’s key management personnel or
is a financial asset or liability containing significant embedded derivatives that clearly require
bifurcation.
Derecognition: The group derecognises an asset when the contractual rights to the asset expires,
where there is a transfer of contractual rights to receive the cash flows of the financial asset and
substantially all of the risk and rewards related to the ownership of the financial asset are transferred,
or the group retains the contractual rights of the assets but assumes a corresponding liability to transfer
these contractual rights to another party and consequently transfers substantially all the risks and
benefits associated with the asset.
Where the group retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the financial asset, the
group continues to recognise the asset. If a transfer does not result in derecognition because the group
has retained substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the transferred asset, the group
continues to recognise the transferred asset in its entirety and recognises a financial liability for the
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consideration received. In subsequent periods, the group recognises any income on the transferred
asset and any expense incurred on the financial liability.
Where the group neither transfers nor retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of
the financial asset, the group shall determine whether it has retained control of the financial asset.
Where the group has not retained control it shall derecognise the financial asset and recognise
separately as assets or liabilities any rights and obligations created or retained in the transfer. Where
the group has retained control of the financial asset, it shall continue to recognise the financial asset
to the extent of its continuing involvement in the financial asset.

Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities (or portions thereof) are derecognised when the obligation specified in the contract
is discharged or cancelled or has expired. On derecognition, the difference between the carrying
amount of the financial liability, including related unamortised costs, and the amount paid for it is
included in profit or loss.

Borrowings
The group initially recognises borrowings, including debentures, at the fair value of the consideration
received. Borrowings are subsequently measured at amortised cost. Discounts or premiums on
debentures issued are amortised on a basis that reflects the effective yield on the debentures over their
life span. Interest paid is recognised in profit or loss on an effective interest rate basis. Instruments with
characteristics of debt, such as redeemable preference shares, are included in financial liabilities.
Offsetting financial instruments: The group offset financial assets and financial liabilities and report
the net balance in the statement of financial position when a current legally enforceable right of set-off
exists for recognised financial assets and financial liabilities, and there is an intention to settle the
liability and realise the asset simultaneously, or to settle on a net basis, all related financial effects are
offset.

9.

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
The group initially recognises derivative financial instruments, in the statement of financial position at
fair value. Derivatives are subsequently remeasured at their fair value with all movements in fair value
recognised in profit or loss.

10. PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
The group carries property and equipment at historical cost less depreciation and impairment, except
for land which is carried at cost less impairment. Historical cost includes expenditure that is directly
attributable to the acquisition of the items.
Property and equipment is depreciated on a straight-line basis at rates calculated to reduce the book
value of these assets to estimated residual values over their expected useful lives. Subsequent costs are
included in the asset’s carrying amount or are recognised as a separate asset, as appropriate, only when
it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the group and the
cost of the item can be measured reliably. The carrying amount of any replacement part is
derecognised. All other repairs and maintenance are charged to profit or loss during the financial
period in which they are incurred.
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The periods of depreciation used are as follows:
Computer equipment
Furniture, fittings and office equipment

3 years
6 years

The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each reporting
date. Assets that are subject to amortisation are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes
in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. Repairs and maintenance
are charged to profit or loss during the financial period in which they are incurred. Gains or losses on
disposals are determined by reference to the carrying amount of the asset and the net proceeds
received, and are recorded in profit or loss on disposal.

Leases
Leases of assets where the lessor substantially retains all the risks and rewards of ownership are
classified as operating leases. Payments made under operating leases are accounted for in income on
a straight-line basis over the period of the lease.

11. IMPAIRMENT OF ASSETS
Impairment
An asset is impaired if its carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount, which is
the higher of its fair value less cost to sell or its value in use. The decline in value is accounted for in
profit or loss.
The carrying amounts of the associate company is reviewed annually and written down for impairment
where necessary.

Financial instruments carried at amortised cost
The group assesses at each reporting date whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset is
impaired. A financial asset is impaired and impairment losses are incurred only if there is objective
evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events that have occurred after the initial recognition
of the asset (a ‘loss event’) and that loss event has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of
the financial asset that can be reliably estimated.
If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on loans and receivables carried at amortised cost
has occurred, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying
amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the financial asset’s original
effective interest rate. The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance
account and the amount of the loss is recognised in profit or loss. As a practical expedient, the group
may measure impairment on the basis of an instrument’s fair value using an observable market price.
If in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be
related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised, such as improved credit
rating, the previously recognised impairment loss is reversed by adjusting an allowance account and is
recognised in profit or loss.
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12. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Post-employment benefits:
The group operates defined benefit (through its associate) and defined contribution schemes, the
assets of which are held in separate trustee administered funds. A defined contribution plan is one
under which the group pays a fixed contribution and has no legal or constructive obligation to pay
further contributions. All post-employment plans that do not meet the definition of a defined
contribution plan are defined benefit plans.
For defined contribution plans the group recognises the contributions as an expense, included in staff
costs, when the employees have rendered the service entitling them to the contributions. Prepaid
contributions are recognised as an asset to the extent that a cash refund or a reduction in the future
payments is available.
The defined benefit plans are funded by contributions from employees and the relevant group
companies, taking into account the recommendations of independent qualified actuaries.
The amount recognised in the statement of financial position in respect of defined benefit plans is the
present value of the defined benefit obligation at the reporting date less the fair value of plan assets.
Where the value is a net asset, the amount recognised is limited to the present value of any economic
benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or reductions in future contributions to the plan.
The present value of the defined benefit obligation is calculated annually by independent actuaries
using the projected unit credit method. The present value of the defined benefit obligation is
determined by discounting the estimated future payments required to settle the obligation resulting
from employee service in current and prior periods. The discount rate used is the rate of high quality
corporate bonds that are denominated in the currency in which the benefits will be paid and have
terms to maturity approximating to the terms of the related pension liability. In the absence of a deep
and liquid bond market the rates on government bonds are used.
The fair value of the plan assets is calculated using the group’s accounting policies, and estimates and
assumptions for similar assets. Where the plan assets include qualifying insurance policies that exactly
match the amount and timing of some or all of the benefits under the plan, the fair value is deemed
to be the present value of the related obligation. If the qualifying insurance policy has a limit of
indemnity the fair value of the insurance policy is limited to that amount.
The following items are included in profit or loss for the period as part of staff costs:
current service costs calculated on the projected unit credit method;
past service costs relating to plan amendments made in the current period;
gains or losses on curtailments that took place in the current period; and
net interest income calculated by applying the discount rate at the beginning of the period to the
net asset or liability.
All other remeasurements in respect of the obligation and plan assets, including actuarial gains or
losses, are recognised in other comprehensive income. The remeasurements recognised in other
comprehensive income will not be reclassified to profit or loss.
These funds are registered in terms of the Pension Funds Act, 1956, and membership of the pension
fund is compulsory for all group employees.
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Leave pay: The group recognises, in full, employees’ rights to annual leave entitlement in respect of
past service.
Bonuses: The group recognises a liability and an expense for management and staff bonuses when it
is probable that the economic benefits will be paid and the amount can be reliably measured. The
expense is included in staff costs.
Termination benefits: The group recognises termination benefits as a liability in the statement of
financial position and as an expense in profit or loss when it has a present obligation relating to
termination. The group has a present obligation at the earlier of when the group can no longer withdraw
the offer of the termination benefit and when the group recognises any related restructuring costs .

13. SHARE CAPITAL
Share capital: Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Mandatory redeemable preference shares are
classified as liabilities.
Share issue costs: Instruments issued by the group are classified as equity when there is no obligation
to transfer cash or other assets. Incremental costs, directly related to the issue of new shares or options
are shown as a deduction from equity, net of any related tax benefit.
Dividends paid: Dividends paid on ordinary shares are recognised against equity in the period in
which they are declared. Dividends declared after the reporting date are not recognised but disclosed
as an event subsequent to reporting date.
Treasury shares: Where the company or other entities within the group, purchase the company’s
equity share capital, the consideration paid is deducted from total shareholders’ equity as treasury
shares until they are cancelled. Where such shares are subsequently sold or reissued, any consideration
received is included in shareholders’ equity. These shares are treated as a deduction from the issued
number of shares and taken into account in the calculation of the weighted average number of shares.

14. SEGMENT REPORTING
An operating segment is a component of the group that engages in business activities from which the
group may earn revenues and incurs expenses. An operating segment is also a component of the
group whose operating results are regularly reviewed by the chief operating decision maker in
allocating resources, assessing its performance and for which discrete financial information is available.
The chief operating decision maker has been identified as the chief executive officer of the group. The
group’s identification and measurement of operating segments is consistent with the internal reporting
provided to the chief executive officer. The operating segments have been identified and classified in
a manner that reflects the risks and rewards related to the segments’ specific products and services
offered in their specific markets.
Segments with a majority of revenue earned from charges to external customers and whose revenue,
results or assets are 10% or more of all the segments, are reported separately.
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15. SHARE-BASED PAYMENTS
The group operates equity-settled and cash-settled share-based compensation plans.
Equity settled: The group expenses the fair value of the employee services received in exchange for
the grant of the options, over the vesting period of the options, as employee costs, with a
corresponding credit to a share-based payment reserve. The total value of the services received is
calculated with reference to the fair value of the options at grant date.
The fair values of the options are determined excluding non-market vesting conditions. These vesting
conditions are included in the assumptions of the number of options expected to vest. At each
reporting date, the group revises its estimate of the number of options expected to vest. Amounts
recognised for services received if the options granted do not vest because of failure to satisfy a vesting
condition, are reversed through profit or loss. If options are forfeited after the vesting date, an amount
equal to the value of the options forfeited is debited against the share-based payment reserve and
credited against retained earnings in the statement of changes in equity. The proceeds received net of
any attributable transaction costs are credited to share capital (nominal value) and share premium
when the options are exercised.
Cash settled: The group measures the services received and liability incurred in respect of cash settled
share based payment plans at the current fair value of the liability. The group remeasures the fair value
of the liability at each reporting date until settled. The liability is recognised over the vesting period and
any changes in the fair value of the liability are recognised in profit or loss.

16. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
In the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents comprise:
coins and bank notes;
money at call and short notice; and
balances with central banks.
All balances included in cash and cash equivalents have a maturity date of less than three months from
the date of acquisition.
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17. STANDARDS, INTERPRETATIONS AND AMENDMENTS
NOT YET EFFECTIVE
The group will comply with the new standard and interpretations from the effective date:
Effective date
for annual
periods
commencing
on for after
IAS 16
(amended)

Property, Plant and Equipment – Depreciation method
IAS 16 was amended to clarify that a depreciation method that
is based on revenue that is generated by an activity is not
appropriate. This is because such a method reflects the pattern
of the generation of economic benefits that arise from the
operation of the business of which an asset is part, rather than
the pattern of consumption of an asset’s expected future
economic benefits.

Annual periods
commencing
on or after
1 January 2016

The amendment is not expected to have an impact on the group
as the group does not apply a revenue-based depreciation
approach.
IAS 16
(amended)

Property, Plant and Equipment – Bearer plants
The amendment changes the financial reporting for bearer
plants and indicates that bearer plants should be accounted for
in the same way as property, plant and equipment because their
operations is similar to that of manufacturing. Consequently, the
amendment includes bearer plants within the scope of IAS 16,
instead of IAS 41. The produce growing on bearer plants will
remain within the scope of IAS 41.

Annual periods
commencing
on or after
1 January 2016

The amendment falls outside the scope of the group’s operations
and will have no impact on the group.
IAS 19

Employee Benefits
IAS 19 was amended to clarify the requirements elating to how
contributions from employees or third parties that are linked to
service should be attributed to periods of service. The
amendment permits contributions that are independent of the
number of years of service to be recognised as a reduction in the
service cost in the period in which the service is rendered,
instead of allocating the contributions to periods of service.
Other contributions by employees or third parties that are not
linked to service, should be attributed to periods of service using
the plan’s contribution formula or on a straight-line basis.
The amendments have been assessed and are not expected to
have a significant impact on the group.
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Effective date
for annual
periods
commencing
on for after
IAS 27
(amended)

Separate Financial Statements
Amendments issued in October 2012 provide investment entities
an exemption from the consolidation of particular subsidiaries. If
the exemption is applied, the amendments require an investment
entity to account for its investment in a relevant subsidiary in the
same way in its consolidated and separate financial statements
(or only to provide separate financial statements if all subsidiaries
are unconsolidated).

Annual periods
commencing
on or after
1 January 2014

The group is not an investment entity as defined in the
amendment. The amendment will therefore have no impact on
the group’s results.
IAS 32

Financial Instruments: Presentation
The amendments issued to IAS 32 clarifies the existing
requirements related to offsetting of financial assets and
financial liabilities. The application guidance to the standard has
been amended to clarify the practical application of the
offsetting requirements.

Annual periods
commencing
on or after
1 January 2014

The amendments relate to presentation and as such will not
have an impact on the net asset value or results of the group.
The group has performed a preliminary assessment of the
potential impact of the amendments and the results of this
indicate that the effect is unlikely to result in significant changes
in presentation for the group.
IAS 36
(amended)

Impairment of assets
IAS 36 Impairment of Assets was amended to reduce the
circumstances in which the recoverable amount of assets or
cash-generating units is required to be disclosed, clarify the
disclosures required, and to introduce an explicit requirement to
disclose the discount rate used in determining impairment or
impairment reversals where recoverable amount that is
calculated based on fair value less costs of disposal, is
determined using a present value technique.

Annual periods
beginning
on or after
1 January 2014

The amendment addresses disclosure in the annual financial
statements and not recognition and measurement. The
amendment will therefore have no impact on the group’s results
but may result in additional disclosure.
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Effective date
for annual
periods
commencing
on for after
IAS 38

Intangible Assets
IAS 38 is amended to introduce a rebuttable presumption that a
revenue-based amortisation method for intangible assets is
inappropriate for the same reasons as in IAS 16. There are
limited circumstances when the presumption can be overcome.

Annual periods
commencing
on or after
1 January 2016

The amendment is not expected to have an impact on the group
as it does not apply a revenue-based amortisation approach.
IAS 39
(amended)

Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement
IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement has
been amended to clarify that there is no need to discontinue
hedge accounting if a hedging derivative is novated, provided
certain criteria are met.

Annual periods
beginning on
or after
1 January 2014

A novation indicates an event where the original parties to a
derivative agree that one or more clearing counterparties replace
their original counterparty to become the new counterparty to
each of the parties. In order to apply the amendments and
continue hedge accounting, novation to a central counterparty
must happen as a consequence of laws or regulations or the
introduction of laws or regulations.
IAS 41
(amended)

Agriculture
The amendment changes the financial reporting for bearer
plants and indicates that bearer plants should be accounted for
in the same way as property, plant and equipment because their
operation is similar to that of manufacturing. Consequently, the
amendment includes them within the scope of IAS 16, instead
of IAS 41. The produce growing on bearer plants will remain
within the scope of IAS 41.
The amendment falls outside the scope of the group’s operations
and will have no impact on the group.
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Effective date
for annual
periods
commencing
on for after
IFRS 9

Financial Instruments
IFRS 9 was issued in its entirety for the first time on 24 July
2014. The final version of the standard incorporates
amendments to the classification and measurement guidance as
well as accounting requirements for impairment of financial
assets measured at amortised cost. These elements of the final
standard are discussed in detail below:
• The classification and measurement of financial instruments
under IFRS 9 is based on both the business model and the
rationale for holding the instruments as well as the
contractual characteristics of the instruments.
• Impairments in terms of IFRS 9 will be determined based on
an expected loss model that considers the significant changes
to the assets’ credit risk and the expected loss that will arise in
the event of default.
• IFRS 9 allows financial liabilities not held for trading
to be measured at either amortised cost or fair value. If fair
value is elected then changes in the fair value as a result of
changes in own credit risk should be recognised in other
comprehensive income.
• The hedge accounting requirements under IFRS 9 are closely
aligned with how entities undertake risk management
activities when hedging financial and non-financial risk
exposures. Hedge effectiveness will now be proved based
on management’s risk management objectives rather than
the 80%-125% band that was previously stipulated. IFRS 9
also allows for rebalancing of the hedge and the deferral
of costs of hedging.

Annual periods
beginning on
or after
1 January 2018

The group will now initiate a process to determine the impact of
the standard on the group’s statement of financial position and
performance. Until the process has been completed the group is
unable to quantify the expected impact.
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Effective date
for annual
periods
commencing
on for after
IFRS 10
(amended)

Consolidated Financial Statements
Amendments issued in October 2012 provide investment entities
an exemption from the consolidation of particular subsidiaries
and instead require that an investment entity measure the
investment in each eligible subsidiary at fair value through profit
or loss in accordance with IFRS 9 Financial Instruments or IAS 39
Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement.

Annual periods
commencing
on or after
1 January 2014

The group is not an investment entity as defined in the
amendment. The amendment will therefore have no impact on
the group’s results.
IFRS 11
(amended)

Joint Arrangements
The IASB has issued an amendment to IFRS 11 to provide
guidance on the accounting for acquisitions of interests in joint
operations that constitutes a business.

Annual periods
commencing
on or after
1 January 2016

The amendment indicates that the acquirer of an interest in a
joint operation, in which the activity constitutes a business in
terms of IFRS 3, is required to apply all the principles on business
combinations accounting in IFRS 3.
The amendment is not expected to have an impact on the group
as the group does not have any interests in joint operations.
IFRS 12
Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities
Amendments Amendments issued in October 2012 provide investment entities
an exemption from the consolidation of particular subsidiaries. If
this exemption is applied, the amendments require additional
disclosure about why the entity is considered an investment
entity, details of the entity’s unconsolidated subsidiaries, the
nature of the relationship and certain transactions between the
investment entity and its subsidiaries.
The group does not meet the definition of an investment entity
and the exemption is not available to the group and will have no
impact on the results.
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Effective date
for annual
periods
commencing
on for after
IFRS 14

Regulatory Deferral Accounts
IFRS 14 permits an entity which is a first-time adopter of IFRS to
continue to account, with some limited changes, for regulatory
deferral account balances in accordance with its previous GAAP,
both on initial adoption of IFRS and in subsequent financial
statements.

Annual periods
commencing
on or after
1 January 2016

The standard falls outside the scope of the group’s operations
and will have no impact on the group.
IFRS 15

Revenue
IFRS 15 provides a single, principle based model to be applied to
all contracts with customers. The core principle of IFRS 15 is that
an entity will recognise revenue to depict the transfer of
promised goods or services to customers in an amount that
reflects the consideration to which the entity expects to be
entitled in exchange for those goods or services.

Annual periods
commencing
on or after
1 January 2017

The new standard will also provide guidance for transactions
that were not previously comprehensively addressed and improve
guidance for multiple-element arrangements. The standard also
introduces enhanced disclosures about revenue.
The group is in the process of assessing the impact that IFRS 15
will have on the financial statements. Until the process has been
completed, the group is unable to determine the significance of
the impact.
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Effective date
for annual
periods
commencing
on for after
IFRIC 21

Levies
This interpretation provides guidance on when to recognise a
liability for a levy imposed by a government, both for levies that
are accounted for in accordance with IAS 37 Provisions,
Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets and those where
the timing and amount of the levy is certain.

Annual periods
commencing
on or after
1 January 2014

The interpretation identifies the obligating event for the
recognition of a liability as the activity that triggers the payment
of the levy in accordance with the relevant legislation. Guidance
provided indicates that the liability is recognised progressively if
the obligating event occurs over a period of time; and if an
obligation is triggered on reaching a minimum threshold, the
liability is recognised when that minimum threshold is reached.
The interpretation falls outside the scope of the group’s
operations and will have no impact on the group.
Annual
Improvements to IFRS
Improvements The IASB issued the Annual Improvements 2010 – 2012 Cycle
and the Annual Improvements 2011-2013 Cycle in December
2013, as its latest set of annual improvements to various
accounting standards. The collection of amendments to IFRS is
in response to six issues addressed during the 2010 – 2012 cycle
and four issues addressed during the 2011 – 2013 cycle.
The annual improvement project’s aim is to clarify and improve
accounting standards. The improvements include terminology
and editorial changes which have a minimal effect on
recognition and measurement.
The amendments have been assessed and are not expected to
have a significant impact on the group.
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Annual periods
commencing
on or after
1 July 2014

SECTION

1

2

18. RESTATEMENTS OF PRIOR YEAR
Restatement of 30 June 2013 audited financial results
Condensed consolidated income statement
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2013

R million

As
previously
reported

Restated Difference

Share of after-tax profit
of associate company
Investment income

5 088
23

5 154
23

66
–

Net income
Administration expenses

5 111
(41)

5 177
(41)

66
–

Income from operations
Finance costs

5 070
(100)

5 136
(100)

66
–

Profit before tax
Income tax expense

4 970
(1)

5 036
(1)

66
–

Profit after tax
Attributable to:
Equityholders of the
company

4 969

5 035

66

4 969

5 035

66

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR

4 969

5 035

66

Description
Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.
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18. RESTATEMENTS OF PRIOR YEAR continued
Restatement of 30 June 2013 audited financial results continued
Condensed consolidated statement of comprehensive income
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2013

R million

Profit for the year

As
previously
reported

Restated Difference

4 969

5 035

66

Other comprehensive
income, after tax:
Items that may not be
reclassified to profit
or loss
Share of other
comprehensive income of
associate after tax and
non-controlling interests

–

8

8

Items that may
subsequently be
reclassified to profit
or loss
Share of other
comprehensive income of
associate after tax and
non-controlling interests

636

633

(3)

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE
INCOME FOR THE YEAR

636

641

5

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.

5 605

5 676

71

Total comprehensive income
attributable to:
Equityholders of the
company

5 605

5 676

71
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5 605

5 676

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE
INCOME FOR THE YEAR

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE
INCOME FOR THE YEAR

Description

71

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.

SECTION

1

2

18. RESTATEMENTS OF PRIOR YEAR continued
Restatement of 30 June 2013 audited financial results continued
Condensed consolidated statement of financial position
AS AT 30 JUNE 2013

R million
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Loans and receivables
Investment securities
Derivative financial
instruments
Property and equipment

Investment in associate

As
previously
reported

Restated Difference

12
53
52

12
53
52

–
–
–

11
1

11
1

–
–

30 490

Description

30 243

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
(247) IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.

TOTAL ASSETS

30 619

30 372

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
(247) IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.

Equity
Share capital and premium
Reserves

8 822
20 496

8 822
20 249

–
(247)

29 318

29 071

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
(247) IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.

1 234

1 234

–

9
2
2
54

9
2
2
54

–
–
–
–

1 301

1 301

–

TOTAL EQUITY
Liabilities
Financial liabilities
Derivative financial
instruments
Long-term liabilities
Provisions
Trade and other payables
TOTAL LIABILITIES
TOTAL EQUITY
AND LIABILITIES

30 619

30 372

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
(247) IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.
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18. RESTATEMENTS OF PRIOR YEAR continued
Restatement of 30 June 2012 audited financial results continued
Condensed consolidated statement of financial position
AS AT 30 JUNE 2012

R million
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Loans and receivables
Investment securities
Property and equipment

Investment in associate

TOTAL ASSETS
Equity
Share capital and premium

Reserves

TOTAL EQUITY

As
previously
reported
17
2
32
1

Restated Difference
17
2
32
1

–
–
–
–

26 862

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
(287) IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.

27 201

26 914

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
(287) IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.

8 771

8 771

27 149

17 051

–

16 764

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
(287) IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.
Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
(287) IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.

25 822

25 535

Liabilities
Financial liabilities
Long-term liabilities
Provisions
Trade and other payables

1 305
4
7
63

1 305
4
7
63

–
–
–
–

TOTAL LIABILITIES

1 379

1 379

–

TOTAL EQUITY AND
LIABILITIES
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Description

27 201

26 914

Direct result of restatements
done by FirstRand in terms of
(287) IAS 19, IFRS 10 and IFRS 11.

SECTION

1

2

Notes to the annual financial statements
for the year ended 30 June

GROUP
2014

2013

2014

2013

14

12

14

12

Income tax receivable
Accounts receivables

–
6

1
52

–
6

1
52

LOANS AND RECEIVABLES

6

53

6

53

R million

1.

C O M P AN Y

CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS

CASH AT BANK AND IN HAND
Cash and cash equivalents represents
current accounts, call deposits
and short-term fixed funds.
The carrying value approximates its fair value.

2.

LOANS AND RECEIVABLES

All loans and receivables are current. The carrying
value approximates its fair value.

3.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

Listed
Equity instruments – fair value through
profit and loss

178

52

178

52

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

178

52

178

52

All investment securities are current. The carrying
value approximates its fair value.

4.

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Use of derivatives
RMH uses derivatives to hedge its own risk. All other derivatives are classified as held for trading. The
derivatives are economic hedges but do not meet the qualifying criteria for hedge accounting and are
managed in conjunction with the liability which is fair valued.
The notional amounts of the derivative instruments do not necessarily indicate the amounts of future
cash flows involved or the current fair value of the instruments, and therefore, do not represent the
RMH’s exposure to credit or market risk. Derivative instruments become favourable (assets) or
unfavourable (liabilities) based on changes in market share prices and credit rating. The aggregate
notional amount of derivative financial instruments, the extent to which the instruments are favourable
or unfavourable and the aggregate fair value can fluctuate over time.
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GRO U P

R million

4.

C O M P AN Y

2014
Over the counter
Notional Fair value

2014
Over the counter
Notional Fair value

DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS continued

Derivative: assets
Held for trading
Equity derivatives
– Swaps

86

20

86

20

HELD FOR TRADING

86

20

86

20

R million

2013
Over the counter
Notional
Fair value

2013
Over the counter
Notional
Fair value

Derivative: assets
Held for trading
Equity derivatives
– Swaps

46

11

46

11

HELD FOR TRADING

46

11

46

11

GRO U P

R million

C O M P AN Y

2014
Over the counter
Notional Fair value

2014
Over the counter
Notional Fair value

Derivative: liabilities
Held for trading
Equity derivatives
– Swaps

153

17

153

17

HELD FOR TRADING

153

17

153

17

R million

2013
Over the counter
Notional
Fair value

2013
Over the counter
Notional
Fair value

Derivative: liabilities
Held for trading
Equity derivatives
– Swaps

32

9

32

9

HELD FOR TRADING

32

9

32

9

The current portion of the derivative financial instruments is nil.
Refer to note 25 for more detail on valuation of derivatives.
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SECTION

2

Lease hold
improvements

Furniture,
fittings and
equipment

Total

2
(2)

2
(1)

4
(3)

NET BOOK AMOUNT

–

1

1

Year ended 30 June 2013
Opening net book amount
Depreciation charge

–
–

1
–

1
–

CLOSING NET BOOK AMOUNT

–

1

1

2
(2)

2
(1)

4
(3)

NET BOOK AMOUNT

–

1

1

Year ended 30 June 2014
Opening net book amount
Depreciation charge

–
–

1
(1)

1
(1)

CLOSING NET BOOK AMOUNT

–

–

–

2
(2)

2
(2)

4
(4)

–

–

–

2
(2)

2
(1)

4
(3)

NET BOOK AMOUNT

–

1

1

Year ended 30 June 2013
Opening net book amount
Depreciation charge

–
–

1
–

1
–

CLOSING NET BOOK AMOUNT

–

1

1

2
(2)

2
(1)

4
(3)

NET BOOK AMOUNT

–

1

1

Year ended 30 June 2014
Opening net book amount
Depreciation charge

–
–

1
(1)

1
(1)

CLOSING NET BOOK AMOUNT

–

–

–

2
(2)

2
(2)

4
(4)

–

–

–

R million

5.

1

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT

Group
At 1 July 2012
Cost
Accumulated depreciation

At 1 July 2013
Cost
Accumulated depreciation

At 30 June 2014
Cost
Accumulated depreciation
NET BOOK AMOUNT
Company
At 1 July 2012
Cost
Accumulated depreciation

At 1 July 2013
Cost
Accumulated depreciation

At 30 June 2014
Cost
Accumulated depreciation
NET BOOK AMOUNT
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GROUP
2014

2013

2014

2013

Shares at cost less amounts written off
Equity accounted reserves

9 545
23 803

9 545
20 698

11 732
–

11 732
–

R million

6.

C O M P AN Y

INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATE

CLOSING CARRYING VALUE

33 348

30 243

11 732

11 732

Analysis of movement in the carrying value
of associate
Opening carrying value as previously stated
Restatement by associate
Management transaction*
Share of after-tax profits of associate company
Dividends received
Share of associates other reserves
Change in effective shareholding
Treasury shares

30 243
–
–
6 426
(3 020)
(277)
(20)
(4)

27 149
(287)
(47)
5 154
(2 161)
395
19
21

11 732
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

11 779
–
(47)
–
–
–
–
–

CLOSING CARRYING VALUE

33 348

30 243

11 732

11 732

* As part of the transaction with FirstRand and RMH management, as announced on 23 December 2009 on SENS, a
consortium of directors purchased some FirstRand and MMI Holdings Limited shares from RMH at an agreed upon price
during the year.

GROUP
R million
Carrying values of associate:
FirstRand Limited
Market value at closing price on 30 June:
FirstRand Limited-listed
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C O M P AN Y

2014

2013

2014

2013

33 348

30 243

11 732

11 732

77 850

55 269

77 850

55 269

SECTION

6.

1

2

INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATE continued
The group’s interest in its associate is as follows:
Number of shares
2014
2013
Name of associate
FirstRand Limited

1 910 433 050

1 910 433 050

% of voting rights*
2014
2013

33.9

33.9

* Before consolidation of treasury shares

Detail of associates
Listed associates
FirstRand Limited
Financial year

30 June

Year used for equity accounting

30 June

Country of incorporation

Republic of South Africa
2014

2013

Statement of financial position
Assets
Current asset
Non-current asset

410 642
534 893

408 373
457 359

TOTAL ASSETS

945 535

865 732

Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities

724 490
132 828

670 068
116 631

Total liabilities
Capital and reserves to equityholders
Non-controlling interests

857 318
85 033
3 184

786 699
76 137
2 896

TOTAL EQUITYHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

945 535

865 732

19 786
676

15 954
1 898

R million

Statement of comprehensive income
Net profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
CONTINGENCIES AND COMMITMENTS

20 462

17 852

126 615

124 715
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7.

SHARE CAPITAL AND PREMIUM
Number
of shares
million

Ordinary
shares
R million

Share
premium
R million

Treasury
shares
R million

Total
R million

As at 1 July 2012
Movement in treasury shares

1 411.7
–

14
–

8 811
–

(54)
51

8 771
51

As at 30 June 2013
Movement in treasury shares

1 411.7
–

14
–

8 811
–

(3)
(3)

8 822
(3)

AS AT 30 JUNE 2014

1 411.7

(6)

8 819

Group

14

8 811

Number
of shares
million

Ordinary
shares
R million

Share
premium
R million

Total
R million

As at 1 July 2012
Treasury shares

1 411.7
–

14
–

8 778
33

8 792
33

As at 30 June 2013
Movement in treasury shares

1 411.7
–

14
–

8 811
–

8 825
–

AS AT 30 JUNE 2014

1 411.7

14

8 811

8 825

Company

The total authorised number of shares is 2 000 000 000 (2013: 2 000 000 000) with a par value of
one cent per share (2013: one cent). During the current year no shares were issued (2013 : nil). 15 %
of the unissued share capital is under the control of the board of directors until the forthcoming annual
general meeting.
The total authorised number of redeemable cumulative preference shares is 100 000 000 (2013:
100 000 000), with a par value of one cent per share (2013: one cent). During the year no preference
shares were issued. As these preference shares are redeemable they are classified as financial liabilities
at amortised cost (note 9). The preference shares are unlisted.
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SECTION

GROUP
R million

8.

RESERVES

Retained earnings
Other reserves
Equity accounted reserves
Share-based payment reserve
Capital surpluses on disposal and restructuring of
strategic investments

9.

1

2

C O M P AN Y

2014

2013

2014

2013

2 788

2 744

1 445

1 401

20 279
1

17 171
1

–
1

–
1

333

333

333

333

OTHER RESERVES

20 613

17 505

334

334

RESERVES

23 401

20 249

1 779

1 735

Preference shares:
– Fixed rate cumulative redeemable preference
shares
Interest bearing loans

1 180
92

1 180
54

1 180
92

1 180
54

FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

1 272

1 234

1 272

1 234

FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

The carrying value approximates its fair value.

Preference shares:
Fixed rate cumulative redeemable preference shares
The company has in issue 11 800 (2013:11 800) fixed rate cumulative redeemable preference share,
with a par value of one cent, at a premium of R99 999.99 per share. The shares are redeemable at the
discretion of the company at any time and compulsorily redeemable on 6 December 2017. The
preference shares pay dividends at a fixed rate of 7.08% (2013:7.08%) six monthly. The preference
shares are unlisted.

GROUP
R million

2014

C O M P AN Y
2013

2014

2013

Interest bearing loans
Funding raised by company

92

54

92

54

BALANCE AT 30 JUNE

92

54

92

54

The company financed its obligation by means of a loan obtained from FirstRand Bank Limited. The
loan is unsecured and bears interest at a rate linked to prime.
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GROUP
2014

2013

2014

2013

14

3

14

3

(5)

(1)

(5)

(1)

9

2

9

2

2
2
–
(2)

7
–
(2)
(3)

2
2
–
(2)

7
–
(2)
(3)

2

2

2

2

Trade payables and accrued expenses
Accrued redeemable preference share dividends
Unclaimed dividends
Short term portion of long-term liabilities

14
14
13
5

27
14
12
1

14
14
13
5

27
14
12
1

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

46

54

46

54

Dividend income from associate company
Dividend income-fair value assets
Interest received

–
4
–

–
2
1

3 020
4
–

2 161
4
1

INVESTMENT INCOME

4

3

3 024

2 166

Fair value gains–designated on upon recognition

18

7

18

7

NET FAIR VALUE GAIN

18

7

18

7

R million

10.

LONG-TERM LIABILITIES

Share-based payment liability
Short term portion transferred to trade and
other payables
LONG-TERM LIABILITIES

11.

PROVISIONS

Staff incentive bonus
Balance at the beginning of the year
Additional provisions
Unutilised provision reversed
Utilised during the year
PROVISIONS

12.

13.

14.

C O M P AN Y

TRADE AND OTHER
PAYABLES

INVESTMENT INCOME

NET FAIR VALUE GAIN
ON FINANCIAL ASSETS
AND LIABILITIES
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SECTION

GROUP
R million

15.

16.

2014

1

2

C O M P AN Y
2013

2014

2013

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

Expenses by nature:
– Depreciation
– Professional fees and regulatory
compliance cost
– Operating lease rentals
– Audit fees
– Staff costs
– Defined pension and provident fund
contributions
– Share option expense-IFRS 2 and movement
in employee benefits liability
– Other expenses
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

(1)

–

(1)

–

(2)
(1)
(1)
(17)

(2)
(1)
(1)
(14)

(2)
(1)
(1)
(17)

(2)
(1)
(1)
(14)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(22)
6

(17)
(5)

(22)
6

(17)
(5)

(40)

(41)

(40)

(41)

Audit fees
Statutory audit – current year
Other services

(1)
–

(1)
–

(1)
–

(1)
–

AUDIT FEES

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

The company’s operating lease commitments
are as follows:
– Up to 1 year
– Between 1 and 5 years

–
(1)

–
(1)

–
(1)

–
(1)

OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(6)

(1)

(6)

FINANCE COSTS

Interest expense:
– Interest paid on borrowings
– Dividends paid on redeemable
preference shares

(84)

(94)

(84)

(94)

FINANCE COSTS

(85)

(100)

(85)

(100)
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GRO U P
R million

2014

C O M P AN Y
2014

2013

2013

17. TAX

SA income tax
Current tax
– Current year

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

TAX

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

The tax on accounting profits differs from the
actual tax paid:
Profit before tax

6 338
%

Standard tax rate of South Africa
Net income and expenses not subject to tax
EFFECTIVE TAX RATE

2 932

5 036

%

%

2 045
%

28.00
(27.98)

28.00
(27.98)

28.00
(27.97)

28.00
(27.95)

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.05

GROUP
2014

18. EARNINGS PER SHARE

2013

Number of shares issued at 30 June
Number of treasury shares

1 411 703 218
(316 799)

1 411 703 218
(383 898)

NUMBER OF SHARES

1 411 386 419

1 411 319 320

Weighted number of shares issued at 30 June
Weighted number of treasury shares

1 411 703 218
(260 068)

1 411 703 218
(1 560 738)

WEIGHTED NUMBER OF SHARES

1 411 443 150

1 410 142 480

Weighted number of shares issued at 30 June
Diluted weighted number of treasury shares

1 411 443 150
6 402

1 410 142 480
53 716

WEIGHTED NUMBER OF SHARES

1 411 449 552

1 410 196 196

Earnings
Weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue
Earnings per share-basic (cents)
Earnings attributable to ordinary equityholders
Dilution on earnings from associate

6 337
1 411 443 150
449.0
6 337
(67)

5 035
1 410 142 480
357.1
5 035
(59)

DILUTED EARNINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO
EQUITYHOLDERS
Diluted weighted average number
of ordinary shares in issue
Earnings per share-diluted (cents)
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6 270

4 976

1 411 449 552
444.2

1 410 196 196
355.1

SECTION

1

2

GROUP
2014

2013

18. EARNINGS PER SHARE
continued
Headline earnings
Headline earnings reconciliation
Earnings
Adjusted for:

Adjustments made by associate:
Loss on disposal of investment securities
and other investments of a capital nature
Gain on disposal of available-for-sale assets
Gains on disposal of investments
in associates or joint ventures
Gain on disposal of investment in subsidiaries
Loss on the disposal of property and equipment
Fair value of investment properties
Impairment of goodwill
Impairment of assets in terms of IAS 36
Gain from a bargain purchase
Other
Tax effects of adjustments
Non-controlling interests adjustment
Headline earnings attributable to ordinary
equityholders
Headline earnings :
Weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue
Headline earnings per share-basic (cents)
Headline earnings attributable to ordinary
equityholders
Dilution on earnings from associate
Diluted weighted average number
of ordinary shares in issue
Headline earnings per share-diluted (cents)

6 337
81

5 035
191

9
(24)

5
(11)

(21)
(6)
11
–
45
53
–
–
9
5

–
(22)
27
(2)
153
99
(5)
(48)
(12)
7

6 418

5 226

6 418
1 411 443 150
454.7

5 226
1 410 142 480
370.6

6 418
(68)

5 226
(28)

6 350

5 198

1 411 449 552
449.9

1 410 196 196
368.7
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G RO U P
R million

19.

2014

C O M P AN Y
2013

2014

2013

1 969

2 887

1 969

2 407

3 212

2 407

1 411 703 218

1 411 703 218

1 411 703 218

170.5

227.5

170.5

ORDINARY
DIVIDEND PER
SHARE

Total dividends paid during
the year
2 887
Total dividends declared
during the year
3 212
Number of ordinary shares
in issue
1 411 703 218
Dividends declared per
share (cents)
227.5

20. RELATED PARTIES
The
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

group defines related parties as:
Subsidiaries and fellow subsidiaries;
Associate companies;
Joint ventures;
Entities that have significant influence over the company. If an investor has significant influence
over the company, it is a related party not only of the company but also that investor and its
subsidiaries are related parties of the company;
(v) Post-retirement benefit funds (pension funds);
(vi) Key management personnel, being the board of directors;
(vii) Close family members of key management personnel (individual’s spouse/domestic partner and
children; domestic partner’s children and dependants of individual or domestic partner); and
(viii) Entities controlled, jointly controlled or significantly influenced by any individual referred to in (vi)
and (vii).

Principal shareholders
Details of major shareholders are disclosed in the directors’ report. The principal shareholders are
Remgro Limited, Royal Bafokeng Holdings Proprietary Limited and Mr Dippenaar .

Key management personnel
Only RMH’s directors are key management personnel. Information on directors’ emoluments and their
shareholding in the company appears in the directors’ report

Associates
Details of investments in associates are disclosed in note 6.
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GROUP
R million

1

2

C O M P AN Y

2014

2013

2014

2013

1 497

1 021

1 497

1 021

9
2
–

9
1
47

9
2
–

9
1
47

3 020
–
84
1

2 161
1
94
6

3 020
–
84
1

2 161
1
94
6

14
1 180
14

12
1 180
14

14
1 180
14

12
1 180
14

54
38

77
( 23)

54
38

77
( 23)

92

54

92

54

20. RELATED PARTIES continued

Transactions of RMB Holdings Limited and its
investment companies with:
Principal shareholders
Dividends paid

Key management personnel
Salaries and other benefits
Directors fees
Loans and receivables (refer note 6)
Associates
Income statement effect:
Dividends received
Interest received
Preference shares dividends paid
Finance costs
Balance sheet effect:
Cash and cash equivalents
Preference share liabilities
Trade and other payables
Interest bearing loans
Balance 1 July
Net borrowings raised/(repaid)
BALANCE 30 JUNE
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GROUP
R million

2014

C O M P AN Y
2013

20. RELATED PARTIES continued

Transactions of RMB Holdings Limited’s key
management with associates of the group

Loans in normal course of business
(mortgages, other loans, instalment finance
and credit cards)
Balance 1 July
Granted during year
Repayments during year
Interest paid

–
56
(1)
1

–
1
(1)
–

BALANCE 30 JUNE

56

–

Cheque and current accounts
Balance 1 July
Net movement
Net interest, fees and bank charges

107
(99)
(2)

146
(40)
1

BALANCE 30 JUNE

6

107

Savings accounts
Balance 1 July
Net movement
Interest received

6
8
1

30
(24)
–

15

6

35
(34)
2

–
31
4

BALANCE 30 JUNE

3

35

Financial consulting fees and commissions

3

3

BALANCE 30 JUNE
Term deposits
Balance 1 July
Net deposits
Interest received
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21. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
RMH had no contingent liabilities as at 30 June 2014 and 2013.

22. RETIREMENT BENEFITS
The company is a participant in a defined contribution pension fund and a defined contribution
provident fund.
To the extent that the company is responsible for contributions to these funds, such contribution are
charged against income as incurred.
The funds are registered in terms of the Pension Funds Act, 1956.

23. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
Subsequent events are dealt with in the directors’ report.
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24. SEGMENT REPORTING
Reportable segments
Set out below is information about the reportable segments of the group, the details of the various
products and services provided by each of the reportable segments, its major customers and the basis
of preparation of segment information.

FirstRand
FirstRand is a diverse financial services group. It consists of a portfolio of leading financial services
franchises; these are FNB, the retail, commercial and wholesale bank, RMB, the investment bank and
WesBank, the instalment finance business.
The subsegments of FirstRand can be described as follows:

FNB
FNB represents FirstRand’s retail and commercial activities in South Africa and the broader African
continent. FNB offers a diverse set of financial products and services to market segments, including
consumer, small business,agricultural, medium corporate, parastatals and government entities. FNB’s
products include mortgage loans, credit and debit cards, personal loans and investment products.
Services include transactional and deposit taking, card acquiring, credit facilities and distribution
channels (namely the branch network, ATMs, call centres, cellphone and internet).This full range of
products and services are also provided by FNB’s subsidiaries in Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho,
Swaziland,Zambia, Mozambique,Tanzania and Nigeria.

RMB
RMB is the investment and corporate banking arm of FirstRand and offers advisory, funding , trading,
corporate banking and principal investing solutions. RMB has a deal footprint across 35 African
countries and offices in Namibia, Botswana, Nigeria, Angola and Kenya and also operates in the UK,
India,China and the Middle East. RMB’s business units include Global Markets, Investment Banking,
Private Equity and Corporate Banking.

WesBank
WesBank represents FirstRand’s activities in vehicle and assets finance in the retail, commercial and
corporate segments operating primarily through alliances and JVs with leading motor manufactures.
WesBank also manages an unsecured lending business, driven through the Direct Axis marketing
origination channel in South Africa and vehicle finance business in the United Kingdom, MotoNovo.
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Corporate Centre and other
The Corporate Centre includes various centralised risk and finance functions, including Group Treasury,
Capital Management (capital and liquidity), Financial Resource Management, Group Finance, IT,
Enterprise Risk Management, Regulatory Risk Management and Group Internal Audit. Ashburton is the
investment management arm of the group. Ashburton offers new investment and asset classes to retail
and institutional investors in the form of both alternative and traditional investment products in the
South African, African, Asian and Chinese markets.

Major customers
In terms of IFRS 8 a customer is regarded as a major customer if the revenue from transactions with
this customer exceeds 10% or more of the entity’s revenue. The group has no major customer as
defined and is therefore not reliant on the revenue from one or more major customers.

Basis of preparation of segment information
The segmental analysis is based on the information reported to management for the respective
segments. The information is prepared in terms of IFRS with the exception of certain adjustments that
are made to the segment results in order to eliminate the effect of non-taxable income and other
segment specific items that impact certain key ratios reviewed by the chief operating decision-maker
when assessing the operating segments’ performance.

Other
Other includes RMH company, consolidation of treasury shares and equity accounted entries.
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24. SEGMENT REPORTING continued
FNB

FNB Africa

RMB

Group
Year ended 30 June 2014
Share of after-tax profit of associate company
Fee income
Investment income
Net fair value gain on financial assets

3 034
–
–
–

261
–
–
–

1 861
–
–
–

Net income
Administration expenses

3 034
–

261
–

1 861
–

Income from operations
Finance costs

3 034
–

261
–

1 861
–

Profit before tax
Income tax expense

3 034
–

261
–

1 861
–

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR

3 034

261

1 861

Headline earnings
Normalised earnings
Assets
Associates

3 034
2 952
–
–

261
254
–
–

1 861
1 810
–
–

TOTAL ASSETS

–

–

–

TOTAL LIABILITIES

–

–

–

R million

FNB

FNB Africa

RMB

Group
Year ended 30 June 2013
Share of after-tax profit of associate company
Fee income
Investment income
Net fair value gain on financial assets

2 543
–
–
–

242
–
–
–

1 526
–
–
–

Net income
Administration expenses

2 543
–

242
–

1 526
–

Income from operations
Finance costs

2 543
–

242
–

1 526
–

Profit before tax
Income tax expense

2 543
–

242
–

1 526
–

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR

2 543

242

1 526

Headline earnings
Normalised earnings
Assets
Associates

2 543
2 475
–
–

242
236
–
–

1 526
1 485
–
–

TOTAL ASSETS

–

–

–

TOTAL LIABILITIES

–

–

–
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WesBank

FCC and other

FirstRand

Other

RMH

986
–
–
–

281
–
–
–

6 423
–
–
–

3
15
4
18

6 426
15
4
18

986
–

281
–

6 423
–

40
(40)

6 463
(40)

986

281

6 423
–

–
(85)

6 423
(85)

986
–

281
–

6 423
–

(85)
(1)

6 338
(1)

986

281

6 423

(86)

6 337

986
959
–
–

362
350
–
–

6 504
6 325
–
33 348

(86)
(88)
218
–

6 418
6 237
218
33 348

–

–

33 348

218

33 566

–

–

–

1 346

1 346

WesBank

FCC and other

FirstRand

Other

RMH

966
–
–
–

(129)
–
–
–

5 148
–
–
–

6
13
3
7

5 154
13
3
7

966
–

(129)
–

5 148
–

29
(41)

5 177
(41)

966
–

(129)
–

5 148
–

(12)
(100)

5 136
(100)

966
–

(129)
–

5 148
–

(112)
(1)

5 036
(1)

966

(129)

5 148

(113)

5 035

966
940
–
–

60
90
–
–

5 337
5 226
–
30 243

(111)
(119)
129
–

5 226
5 107
129
30 243

–

–

30 243

129

30 372

–

–

–

1 301

1 301

1

2
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24. SEGMENT REPORTING continued
Geographical segments
RMH does not have any geographic segments as FirstRand is viewed as a South African entity. Further
details are available in the FirstRand annual report.

GROUP
2014

2013

6 337
81

5 035
191

Headline earnings attributable to equityholders (Note 18)
RMH’s share of adjustments made by associates:
IFRS 2 Share-based payment expenses
Treasury shares
Total Return Swap adjustment
IAS 19 adjustment
Private equity subsidiary realisations
Adjustment for:
RMH shares held by associate¹
Group treasury shares²

6 418

5 226

Normalised earnings attributable to equityholders

6 237

5 107

Normalised earnings per share
– Basic
– Diluted

441.7
441.7

361.7
361.7

R million
Attributable earnings to equityholders
Headline earnings adjustments (Note 18)

63
34
(69)
(36)
5

15
11
30
(38)
15

(2)
(176)

(6)
(146)

Description of normalised earnings:
RMH believes normalised earnings more accurately reflect operational performance. Headline earnings
are adjusted to take into account the following non-operational and accounting anomalies for internal
management reporting purposes:
1. RMH’s portion of normalised adjustments made by its associate FirstRand Limited which have a
financial impact:
– share-based payments, employee benefit and treasury shares: consolidation of staff share truts; and
– FirstRand shares held for client trading activities;
– the Total Return Swap which is an economic hedge against the share-based payment obligation;
– the consolidation of private equity subsidiaries which is excluded from Rule 1 exemption of
Circular 2/2013, Healine Earnings per Share;and
– IAS 19 measurement of plan asset.
2. Economic hedge against share-based payment obligations.
3. Realisation on the sale of private equity subsidiaries which are excluded in term of the Headline
earnings Circular 2/2013.
4. RMH shares held for client trading activities by FirstRand.
5. Adjustment to reflect earnings impact based on actual RMH shareholding in group companies, i.e.
reflecting treasury shares as if they are non-controlling interests.
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25. FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS
Valuation methodology
Fair value is defined as the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in
an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date i.e. an exit price. Fair
value is therefore a market based measurement and when measuring fair value RMH uses the
assumptions that market participants would use when pricing an asset or liability under current market
conditions, including assumptions about risk. When determining fair value it is presumed that the
entity is a going concern and the fair value is therefore not an amount that represents a forced
transaction, involuntary liquidation or a distressed sale.
The fair value of publicly traded derivatives is based on quoted bid prices for assets held or liabilities to
be issued and current offer prices for assets to be acquired and liabilities held. The fair value of nontraded derivatives is based on discounted cash flow models and option pricing models as appropriate.
The group recognises derivatives as assets when the fair value is positive and as liabilities when the fair
value is negative. The best evidence of the fair value of a financial instrument at initial recognition is
the transaction price (i.e. the fair value of the consideration given or received) unless the fair value of
that instrument is evidenced by comparison with other observable current market transactions in the
same instrument (i.e. without modification or repackaging) or based on a valuation technique whose
variables include only data from observable markets. When such evidence exists, the group recognises
profits or losses on day one. Where fair value is determined using valuation techniques whose variables
include non-observable market data, the difference between the fair value and the transaction price
(the day one profit or loss) is not recognised in the statement of financial position. These differences
are however monitored for disclosure purposes. If observable market factors that market participants
would consider in setting a price subsequently become available, the balance of the deferred day one
profit or loss is released to profit or loss.
Fair value measurements are determined on both a recurring and non-recurring basis.

Recurring fair value measurements
Recurring fair value measurements are those for assets and liabilities that IFRS requires or permit to be
recognised at fair value and are recognised in the statement of financial position at reporting date. This
includes financial assets, financial liabilities and non-financial asset.

Financial instruments
When determining the fair value of a financial instrument RMH uses the most representative price.

Non-financial assets
When determining the fair value of a non-financial asset, a market participant’s ability to generate
economic benefits by using the assets in its highest and best use or by selling it to another market
participant that would use the asset in its highest and best use, is taken into account. This includes the
use of the asset that is physically possible, legally permissible and financially feasible. In determining
the fair value of the group’s investment properties and commodities, the highest and best use of the
assets was their current use.
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25. FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS continued
Non-recurring fair value measurements
Non-recurring fair value measurements are those triggered by particular circumstances and include the
classification of assets and liabilities as non-current assets or disposal groups held for sale under IFRS
5 where fair value less costs to sell is the recoverable amount, IFRS 3 business combinations where
assets and liabilities are measured at fair value at acquisition date, and IAS 36 impairments of assets
where fair value less costs to sell is the recoverable amount. These fair value measurements are
determined on a case by case basis as they occur within each reporting period.

Other fair value measurements
Other fair value measurements include assets and liabilities not measured at fair value but for which
fair value disclosures are required under another IFRS e.g. financial instruments at amortised cost. The
fair value for these items is determined by using observable quoted market prices where these are
available, or in accordance with generally acceptable pricing models such as a discounted cash flow
analysis.

Fair value hierarchy and measurements
Valuations based on observable inputs include:
• Level 1 – fair value is based on quoted market prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical
instruments as measured on reporting date. An active market is one in which transactions occur
with sufficient volume and frequency to provide pricing information on an on-going basis.
•

Level 2 – fair value is determined through valuation techniques based on observable market inputs.
These valuation techniques maximise the use of observable market data where it is available and
rely as little as possible on entity specific estimates.

Valuations based on unobservable inputs include:
• Level 3 – fair value is determined through valuation techniques which use significant
unobservable inputs.
The table below sets out the valuation techniques applied by RMH for fair value measurements of
financial assets and liabilities categorised as level 2 in the fair value hierarchy.

Instrument
Derivative financial
instruments – Equity
derivative

Fair value
hierarchy
level

Level 2

Financial assets and
liabilities not measured
at fair value but for
which fair values is
disclosed
Level 2
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Valuation
technique

Description
of valuation
technique and main
assumptions

Observable inputs

Industry
standard
model

The models calculate fair
value based on input
parameters such as stock
prices and interest rates.

Market interest rates
and prices

The future cash flows are
discounted using a market
related interest rate and
Discounted curves adjusted for credit
cash flows inputs.

Market interest rates
and curves
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25. FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS continued
Level 1

Level 2

Total

Group
30 June 2014
Recurring fair value measurements
Financial asset
Equity instruments
– at fair value through profit or loss
Derivative financial instruments

178
–

–
20

178
20

FINANCIAL ASSET RECOGNISED AT FAIR VALUE

178

20

198

Recurring fair value measurements
Financial liabilities
Derivative financial instruments

–

17

17

FINANCIAL LIABILITIES RECOGNISED AT FAIR VALUE

R million

–

17

17

30 June 2013
Recurring fair value measurements
Financial asset
Equity instruments
– at fair value through profit or loss
Derivative financial instruments

52
–

–
11

52
11

FINANCIAL ASSET RECOGNISED AT FAIR VALUE

52

11

63

Recurring fair value measurements
Financial liabilities
Derivative financial instruments

–

9

9

FINANCIAL LIABILITIES RECOGNISED AT FAIR VALUE

–

9

9

There were no transfers between level 1 and level 2 during the current and prior reporting period.
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25. FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENTS continued
Level 1

Level 2

Total

Company
Recurring fair value measurements
30 June 2014
Financial asset
Equity instruments
– at fair value through profit or loss
Derivative financial instruments

178
–

–
20

178
20

FINANCIAL ASSET RECOGNISED AT FAIR VALUE

178

20

198

Recurring fair value measurements
Financial liabilities
Derivative financial instruments

–

17

17

FINANCIAL LIABILITIES RECOGNISED AT FAIR VALUE

R million

–

17

17

30 June 2013
Recurring fair value measurements
Financial asset
Equity instruments
– at fair value through profit or loss
Derivative financial instruments

52
–

–
11

52
11

FINANCIAL ASSET RECOGNISED AT FAIR VALUE

52

11

63

Recurring fair value measurements
Financial liabilities
Derivative financial instruments

–

9

9

FINANCIAL LIABILITIES RECOGNISED AT FAIR VALUE

–

9

9

There were no transfers between level 1 and level 2 during the current and prior reporting period.
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26. REMUNERATION SCHEMES
RMH does not operate an equity settled share incentive scheme in its own right. RMH does operate a
phantom share scheme as part of its remuneration philosophy, which tracks the company’s share price
and settles in cash. Details of the RMH phantom scheme are as follows:

GROUP
R million
The charge to profit or loss for the share-based
payments are as follows:
Share appreciation rights
Deferred bonus
The statement of financial position effect:
Share-based payment reserve
Long term liabilities
Trade and other payables

C O M P AN Y

2014

2013

2014

2013

16
1

5
–

16
1

5
–

1
9
5

1
2
1

1
9
5

1
2
1

Description of the scheme
RMH share appreciation rights
The purpose of this scheme is to provide identified employees, including executive directors, with the
opportunity of receiving incentive remuneration payments based on the increase in the market value
of ordinary shares in RMB Holdings Limited.
Entitlement to incentive remuneration payments is predicated on the achievement of real growth in
normalised earnings.
Appreciation rights may only be exercised by the third anniversary of the grant date, provided that the
performance objectives set for the grant have been achieved.
During the year ended 30 June 2011 the strike price of the appreciation rights was adjusted to ensure
that the fair value of the employee’s awards before and after the unbundling of RMI Holdings were
the same. The modification was neither beneficial nor detrimental to the employees.

Deferred bonus
Bonuses granted to employees are governed by the following deferral structure:
Performance payment

Deferral in shares

≤R550k
≤R1.5 million
≤R1.5 million
>R1.5 million (All employees earning variable
pay above R5 million)

No deferral
No deferral
20 – 40% of amount above R1.5 million
30% of amount above R1.5 million. The deferred
bonus grants selected employees full free shares
which will vest over a period of 2 years.

This scheme matured on 30 June 2013.
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26. REMUNERATION SCHEMES continued
Valuation methodology
RMH share appreciation rights
The share appreciation right scheme issues are valued using the Cox Rubenstein binomial tree. The
scheme is cash settled and will thus be repriced at each reporting date.
Market data consists of the following:
• Volatility is the expected volatility over the period of the option. Historic volatility was used as a proxy
for expected valuation.
• The interest rate is the risk free rate of return, as recorded on the last day of the financial year, on
a swap curve of a term equal to the expected life of the share appreciation right.
• A fixed dividend yield was assumed.
Employee statistic assumptions:
• No forfeiture rate is used due to the number of employees participating in the scheme.

Deferred bonus
The deferred bonus is valued using the Cox Rubenstein binomial tree. The scheme is equity settled and
will thus not be repriced at each reporting date.
Market and dividend data consists of the following:
• Volatility is the expected volatility over the period of the plan, and historical volatility was used as a
proxy for expected volatility.
• The interest rate is the risk free rate of return as recorded on the last day of the financial year, on a
swap curve of a term equal to the expected life of the plan.
• A fixed dividend yield was assumed, based on the average historic dividend yield over a similar
period.
Employee statistic assumptions:
• No forfeiture rate is used due to the short duration of the scheme.
The significant weighted average assumptions used to estimate the fair value of options and share
awards granted and the IFRS 2 expenses for the year under review are:

Strike price (Rands) range options were granted at
Weighted average (Rands)
Expected volatility (%)
Expected option life (years)
Expected risk free rate (%)
Expected dividend yield (%)
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RMH share
appreciation
right scheme

Deferred
bonus plan

34.3 – 47.8
38.1
24.6
5
5.9 – 7.5
3.8

–
–
22.00
2
5.7 – 6.6
3.4

1
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26. REMUNERATION SCHEMES continued
Information on number of shares granted, strike price and vesting dates are provided below:

Number of options and share awards in force at the
beginning of the year
Granted at prices ranging between (Rands)
Weighted average (Rands)
Number of options and share awards granted
during the year
Granted at prices ranging between (Rands)
Weighted average (Rands)
Number of options and share awards exercised/released
during the year
Market value range at date of exercise/release (Rands)
Weighted average share price for the year (Rands)
NUMBER OF OPTIONS AND SHARE AWARDS IN FORCE
AT THE END OF THE YEAR

RMH share
appreciation
right scheme

Deferred
bonus plan

1 480 466
34.0
38.1

45 634
–
–

613 817
43.4 – 47.8
46.1

–
–
–

(300 000)
47.5
46.2

(23 405)
–
–

1 794 283

22 229

Granted at prices ranging between (Rands)
Weighted average (Rands)

34.3 – 47.8
38.1

–
–

For the year ended 30 June 2013
Number of options and share awards in force at the
beginning of the year
Granted at prices ranging between (Rands)
Weighted average (Rands)

1 161 563
25.9 – 34.4
34.0

52 492
–
–

Number of options and share awards granted
during the year
Granted at prices ranging between (Rands)
Weighted average (Rands)

963 403
35.5
35.5

22 229
–
–

Number of options and share awards exercised/released
during the year
Market value range at date of exercise/release (Rands)
Weighted average share price for the year (Rands)

(644 500)
37.3
37.3

(29 087)
–
–

1 480 466

45 634

NUMBER OF OPTIONS AND SHARE AWARDS
IN FORCE AT THE END OF THE YEAR
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26. REMUNERATION SCHEMES continued

Granted at prices ranging between (Rands)
Weighted average (Rands)

RMH share
appreciation
right scheme

Deferred
bonus plan

25.9 – 35.5
34.0

–
–

27. MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL RISK
The group is exposed to various financial risks in connection with its current operating activities, such
as market risk, currency risk, credit risk, liquidity risk and capital adequacy risk. To manage these risks
associate boards established sub-committees to which it has delegated some of its responsibilities in
meeting its corporate governance and fiduciary duties. The subcommittees include an audit committee,
a compliance committee, an investment committee, and a remuneration committee. Each committee
adopted a charter, which sets out the objectives, authority, composition and responsibilities of the
committee. The boards approved the charters of these committees.
These risks contribute to the key financial risk that the proceeds from the group’s financial assets. The
group’s largest assets is its investment in FirstRand Limited. FirstRand Limited includes a comprehensive
risk report in its annual integrated report which can be found at www.firstrand.co.za. RMH does not
believe it adds any value to repeat this comprehensive report in its own annual integrated report and
therefore intends to discuss the direct risk applicable to its operations.
Additional information on the management of financial risks is provided below:

Market risk
The risk that the fair value or future cash flow of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market prices. Market risk comprises three types of risk: currency risk, interest rate risk
and other price risk.

Currency risk
Currency risk is the risk that the value of the financial instrument denominated in a currency other than
the reporting currency may fluctuate due to changes in the foreign currency exchange rate between
the reporting currency and the currency in which such instrument is denominated.
The group and company had no exposure to currency risk at 30 June 2014 and 2013.
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27. MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL RISK continued
Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is when the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate
because of changes in market interest rates.
The table below reflects the equityholders’ exposure to interest rate risk. An increase or decrease in the
market interest rate would result in the following changes in the profit before tax of the group:

R million

G RO U P

C O M P AN Y

200bps 200bps 200bps 200bps
increase decrease increase decrease
2013
2013
2014
2014

200bps 200bps 200bps 200bps
increase decrease increase decrease
2013
2013
2014
2014

Cash and cash
equivalents
Financial liabilities
– Interest bearing
loans

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(1)

1

(2)

2

(1)

1

(2)

2

* Amount less than R500k

Other price risk
Equity risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate
because of changes in market prices, whether those changes are caused by factors specific to the
individual financial instrument or its issuer, or factors affecting all similar financial instruments traded
in the market.
All equities are split between listed and unlisted securities.
The table below reflects the equityholders’ exposure to equity price risk. A hypothetical 10% increase
or decrease in the equity prices would result in the following changes in the profit before tax of the
group:

G RO U P

R million
Assets
Financial assets
– Listed shares
Derivative financial
instrument
Liabilities
Derivative financial
instrument

10%
10
increase decrease
2014
2014

C O M P AN Y

10%
10%
increase decrease
2013
2013

10%
10%
increase decrease
2014
2014

10%
10%
increase decrease
2013
2013

18

(18)

5

(5)

18

(18)

5

(5)

9

(9)

6

(6)

9

(9)

6

(6)

14

(14)

3

(3)

14

(14)

3

(3)
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27. MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL RISK continued
Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss for the other
party by failing to discharge an obligation. The key areas where the group is exposed to credit risk are:
• Loans and receivables;
• Cash and cash equivalents; and
• Derivative financial instruments. No defaults were experienced on loans and receivables.
There is no significant concentration of credit risk. The credit worthiness of existing and potential
exposures is monitored quarterly at the board meeting. The table below provides information on the
credit risk exposure by credit ratings at the year end (if available):

BBB-

R million
Group
Cash and cash equivalents
Loans and receivables
Derivative financial instruments
Company
Cash and cash equivalents
Loans and receivables
Derivative financial instruments

Balance
at
Not 30 June
2014
rated

BBB+

Not
rated

Balance
at
30 June
2013

14
–
–

–
6
20

14
6
20

12
–
–

–
53
11

12
53
11

14

26

40

12

64

76

14
–
–

–
6
20

14
6
20

12
–
–

–
53
11

12
53
11

14

26

40

12

64

76

The ratings were obtained from Fitch. The ratings are based on long-term investment horizons. Where
long-term ratings are not available, the financial instruments are categorised according to short-term
ratings. The ratings are defined as follows:

Long-term Investment grade:
BBB-

BBB+

Not rated

“BBB-” rating denote expectations of low default risk. The capacity for
payment of financial commitments is considered strong. This capacity may,
nevertheless, be more vulnerable to adverse business or economic condition
that those rated AA or AAA. This is considered the lowest investment grade
by market participants.
“BBB” rating indicates that expectations of default risk are currently low.
The capacity for payment of financial commitments is considered adequate
but adverse business or economic condition are more than likely to impair
this capacity.
The credit exposure for the assets listed above is considered acceptable by
the board even though certain assets do not have a formal rating.
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27. MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL RISK continued
Liquidity risk and asset liability matching
The group is exposed to daily calls on its available cash resources from claims arising. Liquidity risk is
the risk that an entity will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations associated with financial liabilities.
The group’s liabilities are matched by appropriate assets and it has significant liquid resources to cover
its obligations. The group’s liquidity and ability to meet such calls are monitored quarterly at the board
meeting.

Contractual discounted cash flow analysis
R million
Group
30 June 2014
Total assets
Total liabilities

0–6
months

198
(129)

7 – 12
months

1–5
years

–
–

20
(1 206)

NET LIQUIDITY GAP

69

–

(1 186)

CUMULATIVE LIQUIDITY GAP

69

69

(1 117)

117
(108)

–
–

11
(1 191)

30 June 2013
Total assets
Total liabilities

Over
5 years

–
–
–
(1 117)
–
–

Nonfinancial

33 348
(11)

Total

33 566
(1 346)

33 337

32 220

32 220

32 220

30 491
(2)

30 619
(1 301)

NET GAP

9

–

(1 180)

–

30 489

29 318

CUMULATIVE LIQUIDITY GAP

9

9

(1 171)

(1 171)

29 318

29 318

198
(129)

–
–

20
(1 206)

–
–

11 732
(11)

11 950
(1 346)

NET LIQUIDITY GAP

69

–

(1 186)

–

11 721

10 604

CUMULATIVE LIQUIDITY GAP

69

69

(1 117)

10 604

10 604

117
(108)

–
–

11
(1 191)

–
–

11 733
(2)

11 861
(1 301)

NET GAP

9

–

(1 180)

–

11 731

10 560

CUMULATIVE LIQUIDITY GAP

9

9

(1 171)

(1 171)

10 560

10 560

Company
30 June 2014
Total assets
Total liabilities

30 June 2013
Total assets
Total liabilities

(1 117)
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27. MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL RISK continued
Liquidity risk and asset liability matching continued
Undiscounted cash flow analysis
0–6
months

7 – 12
months

1–5
years

Total

Group
30 June 2014
Financial liabilities
Derivative liabilities
Long-term liabilities
Trade and other payables

42
–
–
46

41
–
–
–

1 384
17
9
–

1 467
17
9
46

TOTAL LIABILITIES

88

41

1 410

1 539

30 June 2013
Financial liabilities
Derivative liabilities
Long-term liabilities
Trade and other payables

42
–
–
54

41
–
–
–

1 467
9
2
–

1 550
9
2
54

TOTAL LIABILITIES

96

41

1 478

1 615

Company
30 June 2014
Financial liabilities
Derivative liabilities
Long-term liabilities
Trade and other payables

42
–
–
46

41
–
–
–

1 384
17
9
–

1 467
17
9
46

TOTAL LIABILITIES

88

41

1 410

1 539

30 June 2013
Financial liabilities
Derivative liabilities
Long-term liabilities
Trade and other payables

42
–
–
54

41
–
–
–

1 467
9
2
–

1 550
9
2
54

TOTAL LIABILITIES

96

41

1 478

1 615

R million
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27. MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL RISK continued
Capital management
Capital adequacy risk is the risk that there are insufficient reserves to provide for variations in actual
future experience that is worse than what has been assumed in the financial soundness valuation. The
group must maintain a capital balance that will be at least sufficient to meet obligations in the event
of substantial deviations from the main risk assumptions affecting the group’s business. This is used to
determine required capital levels that will ensure sustained solvency within an acceptable confidence
level.
The group’s objectives when managing capital are:
– to safeguard the group’s ability to continue as a going concern so that it can continue to provide
returns for equityholders and benefits for other stakeholders; and
– to provide an adequate return to equityholders by pricing insurance commensurately with the level
of risk.
Management regard share capital, share premium, retained earnings, contingency reserves, preference
shares and borrowings as capital when managing capital. During the year the group’s strategy
remained unchanged.
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Shareholders’ information
as at 27 June
Shares held
(000’s)

%

Analysis of Shareholding
Major shareholders (owners) holding more than 5%
Financial Securities Ltd (Remgro)
Royal Bafokeng Holdings
Public Investment Commissioner
LL Dippenaar (direct and indirect)

394
211
163
75

431
755
980
329

27.9
15.0
11.6
5.3

Shareholders holding less than 5% each

845 495
566 208

59.8
40.2

1 411 703

100

TOTAL
Shareholder Type
Corporates
Pension Funds
Insurance companies and banks
Unit Trusts
Individuals
Other

750
219
21
174
57
188

559
191
731
226
564
432

53.2
15.5
1.5
12.3
4.1
13.4

1 411 703

100

Number of
Shareholders

Shares held
(000’s)

%

29 810

661 144

46.8

2
8

606 187
144 372

43.0
10.2

29 820

1 411 703

100

Shares held
(000’s)

%

Geographic ownership
South Africa
International

1 246 296
165 407

88.3
11.7

TOTAL

1 411 703

100

TOTAL

Public and non-public shareholders
Public
Non-public
– Corporates (Remgro & Royal Bafokeng Holdings)
– Directors and associates
TOTAL
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Performance on the JSE Limited

Performance on the JSE Limited
Number of shares in issue (000’s)
Market price (cents)
Closing*
High**
Low**
Weighted average **
Closing price/net asset value per share*
Closing price/earnings (Headline)*
Volumes of shares traded (millions)**
Value of shares traded (R Million)**
Market capitalisation (R millions)*

2014

2013

1 411 703

1 411 703

5
5
3
4

3
4
3
3

259
349
766
628
2.3
11.6
352
16 303
74 241

940
475
453
924
1.9
11.18
456
17 876
55 621

* as at 30 June
** for the period
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RMB HOLDINGS LIMITED
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
(Registration number: 1987/005115/06)
Share Code: RMH
ISIN: ZAE000024501
(“RMH” or “the company”)
NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given to the holders of ordinary shares in the company (“shareholders”), in terms of section
62(1) of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008, (“the Companies Act”), that the twenty seventh annual general
meeting of the ordinary shareholders of RMH will be held in the executive boardroom, 4th floor, 4 Merchant
Place, corner Fredman Drive and Rivonia Road, Sandton on Friday, 21 November 2014 at 09:00 to consider
and, if approved, pass the following resolutions with or without modification.
The record date in terms of section 59 of the Companies Act for shareholders to be recorded in the securities
register of the company in order to be able to attend, participate and vote at the annual general meeting is
Friday,14 November 2014. Accordingly, the last day to trade in order to be able to attend, participate and vote
at the annual general meeting, is Friday, 7 November 2014. This notice will be sent to all shareholders who
are recorded as such in the company’s securities register on Friday, 17 October 2014.

AGENDA
1.

Presentation of the group and separate audited annual financial
statements
Presentation of the group audited annual financial statements of the company (as approved by the
board of directors of the company), including the reports of the external auditor, audit committee and
directors for the financial year ended 30 June 2014, all of which are included in the annual integrated
report 2014, of which this notice forms a part (“annual integrated report”). Shareholders are referred
to page 30 of the annual integrated report for the report from the Social and ethics committee of RMH.

2.

Ordinary resolution number 1
Re-election of directors
To re-elect, by way of separate resolutions, the following directors who retire in terms of the company’s
memorandum of incorporation (“MOI”) and who, being eligible, offer themselves for re-election.

2.1

Gerrit Thomas Ferreira (66)
Non-executive director
Date of appointment: 12 November 1987
Educational qualifications: BCom, Hons B (B&A), MBA
Listed directorships: Rand Merchant Insurance Holdings Limited and Remgro Limited

2.2

Patrick Maguire Goss (66)
Independent non-executive director
Date of appointment: 12 November 1987
Educational qualifications: BEcon (Hons), BAccSc (Hons), CA (SA)
Listed directorships: FirstRand Limited and Rand Merchant Insurance Holdings Limited
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Sonja Emilia Ncumisa Sebotsa (42)
Independent non-executive director
Date of appointment: 15 February 2008
Educational qualifications: LLB (Hons) LSE, MA (McGill), SFA (UK), Executive Leadership Programme
(Havard University)
Listed directorships: Aquarius Platinum Limited, Discovery Limited and Rand Merchant Insurance
Holding Limited

2.4

Khehla Cleopas Shubane (58)
Independent non-executive director
Date of appointment: 25 November 1993
Educational qualifications: BA (Hons), MBA
Listed directorships: MMI Holdings Limited and Rand Merchant Insurance Holding Limited

Additional information in respect of ordinary resolution number 1
A brief CV of each of the persons mentioned above appears on pages 34 to 37 of the annual
integrated report.

3.

Ordinary resolution number 2
ELECTION OF DIRECTORS
To elect the following directors, appointed by the board of directors since the previous annual general
meeting, who retire in terms of the MOI and who, being eligible, offer themselves for election:

3.1

Johan Petrus Burger (55)
Non-executive director
Date of appointment: 30 June 2014
Educational qualifications: BCom (Hons), CA (SA)
Listed directorships: FirstRand Limited, MMI Holdings Limited and Rand Merchant Insurance Holdings
Limited

3.2

Peter Cooper (58)
Non-executive director
Date of appointment as non-executive director: 10 September 2014
Educational qualifications: BCom (Hons), CA (SA), HDip Tax
Listed directorships: FirstRand Limited (alternate) and Rand Merchant Insurance Holdings Limited

3.3

Per-Erik Lagerström (50)
Independent non-executive director
Date of appointment: 30 June 2014
Educational qualifications: BSc (Accounting), MSc (Economics)
Listed directorships: Rand Merchant Insurance Holdings Limited
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3.4

Mafison Murphy Morobe (57)
Independent non-executive director
Date of appointment: 1 August 2014
Educational qualifications: Diploma in Project Management, MCEF-Princeton ’91
Listed directorships: Rand Merchant Insurance Holdings Limited and Remgro Limited

Additional information in respect of ordinary resolution number 2
A brief CV of the person mentioned above appears on pages 34 to 37 of the annual integrated report.

4.

Ordinary resolution number 3
APPROVAL OF REMUNERATION AND POLICY
That shareholders endorse the company’s remuneration policy and its implementation. The company’s
remuneration policy is set out on page 27 of the annual integrated report.

Additional information in respect of ordinary resolution number 3
In terms of the King III: Report of Governance for South Africa – 2009, the company’s remuneration
policy should be tabled for a non-binding advisory vote at the annual general meeting. The essence of
this vote is to enable the ordinary shareholders to express their views on the remuneration policies
adopted and on its implementation. Shareholders are accordingly requested to approve the company’s
remuneration policy.

5.

Ordinary resolution number 4
Place 15% of the authorised but unissued ordinary shares under the control
of the directors
Resolved that 15% of the authorised but unissued ordinary shares in the company, which equates to
88 244 518 ordinary shares be and are hereby placed under the control of the directors as a general
authority until the forthcoming annual general meeting and that the directors be and are hereby
authorised to allot, issue and otherwise dispose of such shares to such person or persons upon such
terms and conditions as the directors in their discretion deem fit, subject to the Companies Act, the
MOI and the JSE Listings Requirements, when applicable.

Additional information in respect of ordinary resolution number 4
Shareholders should note that 15% of the company's authorised but unissued ordinary shares currently
comprise 88 244 518 of the company’s authorised but unissued ordinary shares and represents
approximately 6% of the issued ordinary shares. At 30 June 2014 this was valued at approximately
R4.6 billion.

6.

Ordinary resolution number 5
General authority to issue ordinary shares for cash
Resolved that, subject to the passing of ordinary resolution number 4, the board of directors of the
company be and are hereby authorised, by way of a renewable general authority, to issue those
ordinary shares in the share capital of the company under the control of the directors for cash as and
when they in their discretion deem fit, subject to the Companies Act, the MOI and the JSE Listings
Requirements, when applicable, and provided that:
• this authority shall be valid until the company’s next annual general meeting or for fifteen (15)
months from the date of this resolution, whichever period is shorter;
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• the ordinary shares must be issued to public shareholders as defined by the JSE Listings Requirements
and not to related parties;
– in respect of securities which are the subject of the general issue of shares for cash in the
aggregate in any one financial year may not exceed 141 170 322 shares, being 10% (ten percent)
of the number of listed equity securities of the company as at the date of this notice of annual
general meeting, provided that:
– any equity securities issued under this authority during the period must be deducted from the
number above;
– in the event of a sub-division or consolidation of issued equity securities during the period
contemplated above, the existing authority must be adjusted accordingly to represent the same
allocation ratio;
– the calculation of the listed equity securities is a factual assessment of the listed equity securities
as at the date of the notice of annual general meeting, excluding treasury shares;
• in determining the price at which an issue of shares may be made in terms of this authority, the
maximum discount at which the ordinary shares may be issued is 10% (ten percent) of the weighted
average traded price of the company’s ordinary shares measured over 30 (thirty) business days prior
to the date that the price of the issue is determined or agreed by the directors of the company and
the party subscribing for the securities;
• a paid press announcement giving full details, will be published at the time of any issue representing,
on a cumulative basis within one financial year, 5% (five percent) or more of the number of ordinary
shares in issue prior to that issue, in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements; and
• any such general issue is subject to exchange control regulations and approval at that time.

Additional information in respect of ordinary resolution number 5
Approval for this ordinary resolution is obtained by achieving a 75% majority of the votes cast in favour
of this resolution at the annual general meeting by all equity security holders entitled to vote thereon
and present or represented by proxy.

7.

Ordinary resolution number 6
Approval of re-appointment of auditors
Resolved that, as nominated by the Audit and risk committee, PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc be reappointed as auditors of the company until the next annual general meeting.

8.

Ordinary resolution number 7
Appointment of the company’s Audit and risk committee members
Resolved, by way of separate resolutions, that the following persons, who are non-executive directors
of the company, be and are hereby elected as members of the Audit and risk committee with effect
from the end of this annual general meeting:

8.1

Jan Willem Dreyer (63)
Independent non-executive director
Date of appointment: 12 November 1987
Educational qualifications: BCom, LLB, HDip Co Law, HDipTax
Listed directorships: Rand Merchant Insurance Holdings Limited
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8.2

Per-Erik Lagerström (50)
Independent non-executive director
Date of appointment: 30 June 2014
Educational qualifications: BSc (Accounting), MSc (Economics) (London School of Economics)
Listed directorships: Rand Merchant Insurance Holdings Limited

8.3

Sonja Emilia Ncumisa Sebotsa (42)
Independent non-executive director
Date of appointment: 15 February 2008
Educational qualifications: LLB (Hons) LSE, MA (McGill), SFA (UK), Executive Leadership Programme
(Harvard University)
Listed directorships: Aquarius Platinum Limited, Discovery Limited and Rand Merchant Insurance
Holdings Limited

Additional information in respect of ordinary resolution number 7
A brief CV of each of the persons mentioned above appears on pages 34 to 37 of the annual
integrated report.

9.

Special resolution number 1
Approval of non-executive directors’ remuneration with effect from 1 December 2014
Resolved, as a special resolution in terms of section 66(9) of the Companies Act, that the following
remuneration of the non-executive directors for their services as directors of the company from
1 December 2014 as set out below be and is hereby approved:
Per annum
Board (4 meetings per annum)
– Chairman
– Director
Audit committee (2 meetings per annum)
– Chairman
– Member
Ad hoc meetings (per hour)

R286 200
R143 600
R71 700
R35 800
R3 450

Additional information in respect of special resolution number 1
The reason for Special resolution number 1 is to approve the remuneration of the non-executive
directors effective from 1 December 2014.

10.

Special resolution number 2
General authority to repurchase company shares
Resolved that the acquisition by the company, and/or any subsidiary of the company, from time to time
of the issued ordinary shares of the company, upon such terms and conditions and in such amounts
as the directors of the company may from time to time determine, be and is hereby authorised, but
subject to the MOI, the Companies Act and JSE Listings Requirements, when applicable, and provided
that:
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• this authority shall be valid until the company’s next annual general meeting provided that it shall
not extend beyond fifteen (15) months from the date of passing this special resolution;
• any such repurchase be effected through the order book operated by the JSE trading system and
done without any prior understanding or agreement between the company and the counterparty
(reported trades are prohibited);
• a paid press release giving such details as may be required in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements
be published when the company or its subsidiaries have cumulatively repurchased 3% (three
percent) of the initial number of the relevant class of shares, and for each 3% (three percent) in
aggregate of the initial number of that class acquired thereafter;
• a general repurchase may not in the aggregate in any one financial year exceed 10% (ten percent)
of the number of shares in the company’s issued share capital at the time this authority is given
provided that subsidiaries of the company may not at any one time hold more than 10% (ten
percent) in aggregate of the number of issued shares of the company;
• no repurchases will be effected during a prohibited period unless there is in place a repurchase
programme where the dates and quantities of securities to be traded during the relevant period are
fixed (not subject to any variation) and details thereof have been submitted to the JSE in writing. In
this regard, the company will instruct an independent third party, which makes its investment
decisions in relation to the company’s securities independently of, and uninfluenced by, the
company, prior to the commencement of the prohibited period to execute the repurchase
programme submitted to the JSE;
• at any point in time, the company may only appoint one agent to effect repurchases on the
company’s behalf;
• a resolution has been passed by the board of directors of the company authorising the repurchase,
and the company and its subsidiaries have passed the solvency and liquidity test as set out in section 4
of the Companies Act and that since the application of the solvency and liquidity test, there have
been no material changes to the financial position of the company and the group;
• in determining the price at which shares may be repurchased in terms of this authority, the
maximum premium permitted will be 10% (ten percent) above the weighted average traded
price of the ordinary shares as determined over the five (5) days prior to the date of repurchase; and
• any such general repurchase is subject to exchange control regulations and approvals at the point
in time, where relevant.

Additional information in respect of special resolution number 2
The board has no immediate intention to use this authority to repurchase company shares. However,
the board is of the opinion that this authority should be in place should it become appropriate to
undertake a share repurchase in the future.
After having considered the effect on the company of the repurchase contemplated under this general
authority, the directors are of the opinion that, and undertake that they will not commence a general
repurchase of shares as contemplated above, unless the following can be met:
• the company and the group will, in the ordinary course of business, be able to pay its debts for a
period of 12 months after the date of the repurchase;
• the assets of the company and the group will be in excess of the liabilities of the company and the
group for a period of 12 months after the date of the repurchase. For this purpose, the assets and
liabilities will be recognised and measured in accordance with the accounting policies used in the
audited annual group financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2014;
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• the company’s and the group’s ordinary share capital and reserves will be adequate for ordinary
business purposes for a period of 12 months following the date of the repurchase; and
• the company and the group will, after such repurchase, have sufficient working capital for ordinary
business purposes for a period of 12 months following the date of the repurchase.
For purposes of considering this special resolution and in compliance with section 11.26 of the JSE
Listings Requirements, the information listed below has been included in the annual integrated report
at the places indicated:
1. Major shareholders – refer page 47;
2. Material change – there have been no material changes in the financial or trading position of the
company that have occurred since the end of the last financial period for which audited financial
statements have been published, as set out in the annual integrated report of which this notice
forms part;
3. Share capital of the company – refer page 47;
4. The directors, whose names are given in on page 34 to 37 of this annual integrated report
collectively and individually accept full responsibility for the accuracy of the information given in
these notes 1 to 3 and certify that to the best of their knowledge and belief there are no facts that
have been omitted which would make any statement in these notes 1 to 3 false or misleading, and
that all reasonable enquiries to ascertain such facts have been made and that the notice contains all
information required by law and the JSE Listings Requirements.

11.

To transact any other business that may be transacted at an annual
general meeting
Approvals required for resolutions
Ordinary resolutions number 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 contained in this notice of annual general meeting
require the approval of more than 50% of the votes exercised on each resolution by shareholders
present, or represented by proxy, at the annual general meeting.
Ordinary resolution number 5 (general authority to issue shares for cash) and special resolutions
number 1 and 2 contained in this notice of annual general meeting require the approval of at least
75% of the votes exercised on each resolution by shareholders present, or represented by proxy, at the
annual general meeting.

Important notice regarding attendance at the annual general meeting
General
Shareholders wishing to attend the annual general meeting have to ensure beforehand with the
transfer secretaries of the company that their shares are in fact registered in their name.

Certificated members
Shareholders who have not dematerialised their shares or who have dematerialised their shares with
“own name” registration are entitled to attend and vote at the meeting and are entitled to appoint a
proxy or proxies to attend, speak and vote in their stead. The person so appointed need not be a
shareholder. Proxy forms should be forwarded to reach the company’s transfer secretaries,
Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Limited at 70 Marshall Street, Johannesburg, 2001 (PO Box
61051, Marshalltown, 2107) or at fax number 011 688 5238 and be received by them no later than
09:00 on Wednesday, 19 November 2014. Before a proxy exercises any rights of a shareholder at the
annual general meeting, such form of proxy must be so delivered.
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Dematerialised shareholders
Shareholders who have dematerialised their shares, other than those members who have dematerialised
their shares with “own name” registration, should contact their Central Securities Depository
Participant (“CSDP”) or broker in the manner and time stipulated in their agreement:
• to furnish them with their voting instructions; and
• in the event that they wish to attend the meeting, to obtain the necessary authority to do so.
Voting will be by way of a poll and every shareholder of the company present, whether in person or
represented by proxy, shall have one vote for every share held in the company by such shareholder.
Shares held by a share trust or scheme, treasury shares and unlisted shares will not have their votes at
the annual general meeting taken into account for the purposes of any resolution proposed in terms
of the JSE Listings Requirements.

Electronic participation
Shareholders or their proxies may participate in the annual general meeting by way of a teleconference
call, provided that if they wish to do so they must contact the company secretary by email at
ellen.marais@rmbh.co.za by no later than 17h00 on 19 November 2014 in order to obtain a pin
number and dial-in details for that conference call.
Voting by way of teleconference call will only be permitted if the applicable shareholder is represented
by a proxy who is physically present at the meeting and in respect of whom a proxy form has been
duly submitted in accordance with the provisions contained in this notice of annual general meeting.
Shareholders wishing to participate in this manner are reminded that they will be separately billed by
their respective telephone service providers.

Proof of identification required
Kindly note that, in terms of section 63(1) of the Companies Act, participants at the meeting (including
shareholders and proxies) will be required to provide reasonably satisfactory identification, and the
person presiding at the annual general meeting must be reasonably satisfied that the right of any
person to participate in and vote (whether as a shareholder or as proxy for a shareholder) has been
reasonably verified, before being entitled to attend or participate in a shareholders’ meeting.
Acceptable forms of identification include valid identity documents, driver’s licences and passports.

Summary of shareholder rights
In compliance with the provisions of section 58(8)(b)(i) of the Companies Act, a summary of the rights
of a shareholder to be represented by proxy, as set out in section 58 of the Companies Act, is set out
immediately below:
• A shareholder entitled to attend and vote at the annual general meeting may appoint any individual
(or two or more individuals) as a proxy or as proxies to attend, participate in and vote at the annual
general meeting in the place of the shareholder. A proxy need not be a shareholder of the company.
• A proxy appointment must be in writing, dated and signed by the shareholder appointing the proxy,
and, subject to the rights of a shareholder to revoke such appointment (as set out below), remains
valid only until the end of the annual general meeting.
• A proxy may delegate the proxy’s authority to act on behalf of a shareholder to another person,
subject to any restrictions set out in the instrument appointing the proxy.
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• The appointment of a proxy is suspended at any time and to the extent that the shareholder who
appointed such proxy chooses to act directly and in person in the exercise of any rights as a
shareholder.
• The appointment of a proxy is revocable by the shareholder in question by cancelling it in writing,
or making a later inconsistent appointment of a proxy, and delivering a copy of the revocation
instrument to the proxy and to the company. The revocation of a proxy appointment constitutes a
complete and final cancellation of the proxy’s authority to act on behalf of the shareholder as of the
later of (a) the date stated in the revocation instrument, if any; and (b) the date on which the
revocation instrument is delivered to the company as required in the first sentence of this paragraph.
• If the instrument appointing the proxy or proxies has been delivered to the company, as long as that
appointment remains in effect, any notice that is required by the Companies Act or the MOI to be
delivered by the company to the shareholder, must be delivered by the company to (a) the
shareholder, or (b) the proxy or proxies, if the shareholder has (i) directed the company to do so in
writing; and (ii) paid any reasonable fee charged by the company for doing so.
Attention is also drawn to the “Notes to the form of proxy”.
By order of the board of directors

EJ MARAIS
BCom (Hons), CA (SA)

Company secretary
24 October 2014
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Form of proxy

1

2

Only for use by shareholders who have not dematerialised their shares or who have dematerialised their shares with “own name” registration.

RMB HOLDINGS LIMITED
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
(Registration number: 1987/005115/06))
Share Code: RMH
ISIN: ZAE000024501
(“RMH” or “the company”)
For use by shareholders who have not dematerialised their shares or who have dematerialised their shares but with “own
name” registration, at the annual general meeting to be held at 09:00 on Friday 21 November 2014, in the executive
boardroom, 4th floor, 4 Merchant Place, corner Fredman Drive and Rivonia Road, Sandton, and at any adjournment thereof.
Shareholders who have dematerialised their shares, other than with “own name” registration, must inform their Central
Securities Depository Participant (“CSDP”) or broker of their intention to attend the annual general meeting and request their
CSDP or broker to issue them with the necessary authorisation to attend or they must provide their CSDP or broker with their
voting instructions should they not wish to attend the annual general meeting in person.
I/We, the undersigned (name)
of (address)
the registered holder of
ordinary shares in RMH, hereby appoint
1.

, of

or failing him

2.

, of

or failing him

3. the chairperson of the annual general meeting, as my/our proxy to be present and act on my/our behalf, speak and on a
poll, vote on my/our behalf as indicated below at the annual general meeting of shareholders of the company to be held
at 09:00 on Friday, 21 November 2014 and at any adjournment thereof as follows: (see Note 2)
Insert an “X” or the number of votes
exercisable (one vote per ordinary share)
In favour of
Against
Abstain
Ordinary resolution number 1
Re-election of directors
1.1 Gerrit Thomas Ferreira
1.2 Patrick Maguire Goss
1.3 Sonja Emilia Ncumisa Sebotsa
1.4 Khehla Cleopas Shubane
Ordinary resolution number 2
Election of directors
2.1 Johan Petrus Burger
2.2 Peter Cooper
2.3 Per-Erik Lagerström
2.4 Mafison Murphy Morobe
Ordinary resolution number 3
Approval of directors’ remuneration and policy
Ordinary resolution number 4
Place 15% of the unissued ordinary shares under the control of the directors
Ordinary resolution number 5
General authority to issue ordinary shares for cash
Ordinary resolution number 6
Approval of re-appointment of auditors
Ordinary resolution number 7
Appointment of the company’s Audit and risk committee members
7.1 Jan Willem Dreyer
7.2 Per-Erik Lagerström
7.3 Sonja Emilia Ncumisa Sebotsa
Special resolution number 1
Approval of non-executive directors’ remuneration
Special resolution number 2
General authority to repurchase company shares
Instructions to my/our proxy are indicated by a cross in the space provided above or by the number of shares in the appropriate
boxes where all shares held are not being voted.
Signature of registered shareholder (assisted by me as applicable)

Date

2014

PLEASE SEE NOTES ON REVERSE SIDE OF THE FORM
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Explanatory notes to the notice of annual general
meeting
NOTES:
1.

A shareholder, who is entitled to attend and vote at the annual general meeting, may appoint one or
more proxies to attend, speak and vote in his/her stead. A proxy need not be a shareholder of the company.

2.

Every shareholder present in person or by proxy and entitled to vote at the annual general meeting of the
company shall, on a show of hands, have one vote only, irrespective of the number of shares such
shareholder holds, but in the event of a poll, every ordinary share in the company shall have one vote.

3.

Dematerialised shareholders with “own name” registration are shareholders who appointed
Computershare Custodial Services as their Central Securities Depository Participant with the express
instruction that their uncertificated shares are to be registered in the electronic sub-register of members
in their own names.

INSTRUCTIONS ON SIGNING AND LODGING THE PROXY FORM:
1.

A shareholder may insert the name of a proxy or the names of two alternative proxies of the shareholder’s
choice in the space/s provided overleaf, with or without deleting “the chairperson of the annual general
meeting”, but any such deletion must be initialled by the shareholder. Should this space be left blank, the
chairperson of the annual general meeting will exercise the proxy. The person whose name appears first
on the proxy form and who is present at the annual general meeting will be entitled to act as proxy to
the exclusion of those whose names follow.

2.

A shareholder’s voting instructions to the proxy must be indicated by the insertion of the number of votes
exercisable by that shareholder in the appropriate spaces provided overleaf. Failure to do so shall be
deemed to authorise the proxy to vote or to abstain from voting at the annual general meeting as he/she
thinks fit in respect of all the shareholder’s exercisable votes. A shareholder or his/her proxy is not obliged
to use all the votes exercisable by him/her or his/her proxy, but the total number of votes cast, or those
in respect of which abstention is recorded, may not exceed the total number of votes exercisable by the
shareholder or by his/her proxy.

3.

A minor must be assisted by his/her parent or guardian unless the relevant documents establishing his/
her legal capacity are produced or have been registered by the transfer secretaries.

4.

To be valid the completed proxy forms must be forwarded to reach the company’s transfer secretaries,
Computershare Investor Services (Pty) Limited at 70 Marshall Street, Johannesburg, 2001 (PO Box 61051,
Marshalltown, 2107) or at fax number 011 688 5238 to be received by no later than 09:00 on
Wednesday 19 November 2014. Proxy forms may only be completed by shareholders who have not
dematerialised their shares or who have dematerialised their shares with “own name” registration.

5.

Documentary evidence establishing the authority of a person signing this proxy form in a representative
capacity must be attached to this proxy form unless previously recorded by the transfer secretaries or
waived by the chairperson of the annual general meeting.

6.

The completion and lodging of this proxy form shall not preclude the relevant shareholder from attending
the annual general meeting and speaking and voting in person thereat to the exclusion of any proxy
appointed in terms hereof, should such shareholder wish to do so.

7.

The completion of any blank spaces overleaf need not be initialled. Any alterations or corrections to this
proxy form must be initialled by the signatory/ies.

8.

The chairperson of the annual general meeting may reject or accept any proxy form which is completed
other than in accordance with these instructions provided that he is satisfied as to the manner in which
a shareholder wishes to vote.
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Administration

RMB Holdings Limited
(Registration number 1987/005115/06)
Share code: RMH ISIN ZAE000024501

COMPANY SECRETARY
EJ Marais, BCom (Hons), CA(SA)

Registered office
3rd floor
2 Merchant Place
Corner Fredman Drive and Rivonia Road
Sandton
2196

Telephone
National
International

National
International

PO Box 786273
Sandton
2146

(011) 282 8000
+27 11 282 8000

(011) 282 8008
+27 11 282 8008

TRANSFER SECRETARIES

Telephone
(011) 282 1824
+27 11 282 1824

Telefax
National
International

(In terms of JSE Listings Requirements)
Rand Merchant Bank (a division of
FirstRand Bank Limited)
1 Merchant Place
Corner Fredman Drive and Rivonia Road
Sandton
2196

Telefax

Postal address

National
International

SPONSOR

(011) 282 4210
+27 11 282 4210

Computershare Investor Services
Proprietary Limited
70 Marshall Street
Johannesburg
2001

Postal address

www.rmbh.co.za

PO Box 61051
Marshalltown
2107

AUDITORS

Telephone

PricewaterhouseCoopers Incorporated
2 Eglin Road
Sunninghill
2157

TELEFAX

Website

National
International

National
International

www.rmbh.co.za

(011) 370 5000
+27 11 370 5000

(011) 688 5221
+27 11 688 5221

1

2

www.rmbh.co.za

